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Report Summary

Residents in Ontario and elsewhere increasingly prefer to live in locations that are walkable and have access to rapid transit. A recent study by the Royal Bank of Canada and the Pembina Institute found that, if home price were not a factor, more than 80 per cent of homebuyers would give up a large house and yard and a long car commute for a modest or attached dwelling where they can walk to amenities, take rapid transit to work and enjoy a commute of less than 30 minutes.

What is location-efficient development?

- Live where you go, work and play
  - Convenient distance from workplaces, amenities, stores and urban hubs
  - Access to rapid transit
  - Short commute times
  - Realistic opportunities to use transit, walk or cycle to where you go, work and play

However, while the preference for location-efficient living may be increasing, affordable location-efficient options are not. Developers continue to build in sprawling greenfields because it is often cheaper and easier than building developments in walkable, transit-oriented neighbourhoods. Lack of supply means homebuyers are priced out of location-efficient neighbourhoods and literally driven to the urban fringes, where long and stressful auto commutes are required. Even worse, transportation and other costs can cancel out lower prices for remote homes.
Finding ways to encourage location-efficient development

Live Where You Go identifies five policy tools that could be put in place now to encourage more location-efficient development in the Greater Golden Horseshoe region — creating more affordable choices for homebuyers to live where they go, work and play.

Location efficiency encompasses commercial as well as residential development. Businesses and employment hubs can increase location efficiency by locating in areas accessible to transit and population centres rather than in sprawling greenfields.

Five top policy tools to encourage location-efficient development in Ontario’s Greater Golden Horseshoe

1. Develop a location cost calculator to inform and educate homebuyers about the cost of their location choices — including all location and transportation costs (e.g., gas, insurance, parking, maintenance) not just debt (e.g., car loan).

2. Change development charges so that location-efficient development costs less, while removing the subsidy that currently supports expensive-to-service urban sprawl. Charge developers for the actual costs of servicing new development using a zoned approach, and amend the Development Charges Act so municipalities can get more money for a broader range of services (such as improved transit).

3. Tax surface parking at higher rates. Low taxes encourage wasted space and amount to a subsidy for surface parking; higher taxes on the land would make location-efficient developments relatively more attractive.

4. Remove or reduce minimum parking requirements for new developments, allowing developers and municipalities to provide parking according to the market and based on a neighbourhood’s unique mix of uses and transit service. This would reduce the cost of location-efficient development and maximize land efficiencies.

5. Under the Metrolinx Act, use transit funding to support location efficiency — for example, by requiring areas around mobility hubs to be pre-zoned to support density before funding is approved.

Read the report

Download the full report from the Pembina Institute, available at www.pembina.org/pub/2354.
Introduction

Location efficiency: Live where you go, work and play

Location-efficient development can most easily be described as the opposite of urban sprawl. Location-efficient homes are a convenient distance from workplaces, amenities (such as schools, stores and urban hubs) and/or rapid transit. They provide residents with shorter commute times and realistic opportunities to use transit and active transportation, such as walking or cycling, when traveling to workplaces and amenities. Commercial development is also part of location efficiency. Businesses and employment hubs can locate in areas accessible to transit and population centres rather than sprawling into greenfields.

Saving money, reducing pollution and improving quality of life

Location-efficient homes are part of compact, well-planned communities, which are cheaper to service. According to the CD Howe Institute, infrastructure costs for location-efficient communities can be up to 70% less than for sprawl development. A study of the Toronto region predicts transportation and operating cost savings ranging from 18–29% if the region is able to move toward more compact growth patterns.

Location efficiency also results in less time behind the steering wheel, which reduces local air pollution, global climate change, fuel dependency and vulnerability to gas price peaks. Where a home is located actually has a bigger impact on reducing climate change pollution than whether or not it has been retrofitted or built to high environmental standards — although energy efficiency in homes is also of significant environmental benefit.

The environmental benefits of location efficiency can be increased further when adequate transit is available along with active transportation infrastructure such as bike lanes and walkable paths and sidewalks.

Helping people spend less time in cars has important implications for quality of life as well. It supports good health, reduces stress from commuting and increases time available for leisure, family and work — all of which can raise the economic competitiveness and productivity of a region and make it a better place to live. A recent study calculated that replacing 50% of short vehicle trips with
bicycle trips would save 1,295 lives per year and result in a combined benefit from improved air quality and physical fitness for five Midwestern states in excess of US$8.7 billion/year, which is equivalent to about 2.5% of the total cost of health care of that region.  

**Where are we now?**

A new study by the Royal Bank of Canada and the Pembina Institute found that residents in the GTA would give up a large house and yard to live in a mixed-use walkable neighbourhood, with a shorter commute and access to frequent rapid transit. Taking housing costs out of the picture, 83 percent of respondents would choose a modest house, town-home or condo in a city or suburb that is walkable to stores, restaurants and other amenities and has good access to frequent rapid transit. But even taking into account the price of a home, 54% of residents would still choose walkability, short commutes and access to rapid transit even if it cost more to own or rent and they had to trade off size for convenience.  

![A mixed-use walkable neighbourhood is attractive to most people.](image)

A mixed-use walkable neighbourhood is attractive to most people.

Photo: Kevin Sauvé, The Pembina Institute

A 2008 study by the Sustainable Urban Development Association shows strong support for transit proximity among homebuyers and increasing preference for attached housing in the GTA.  

However, while preference for location-efficient living may be increasing, affordable location-efficient options are not keeping pace. Developers continue to build in sprawling greenfields because it is often cheaper and easier than building developments in walkable, transit-oriented neighbourhoods. Lack of supply means homebuyers are priced out of location-efficient neighbourhoods and literally “driven” to the urban fringes, where long and stressful auto commutes are required. Even worse, transportation and other costs can cancel out lower prices for remote homes. The cost of a home is still the determining factor in 79% of GTA residents in terms of choosing where to live.  

A similar preference can be seen in a 2011 survey by the National Association of Realtors in the U.S., which found 58% of respondents would prefer living in a community with a mix of houses...
and stores within an easy walk and 59% said they would choose a smaller house if it meant a commute time of 20 minutes or less. However the study also noted that policies and housing stock are not reacting to this interest.

Similarly, in the Greater Toronto Area and the Greater Golden Horseshoe we need to create more options for homebuyers to live where they go, work and play. Nearly a quarter of Canada’s population resides in the Greater Toronto Area (GTA) and 70% of Ontario’s population lives in the sprawling Greater Golden Horseshoe (GGH) (see Figure 1). The GGH is predicted to grow from a population of 8.4 million in 2006 to 11.5 million in 2031, an increase of approximately 37%. With such dramatic population growth forecasted, it’s important to ensure that development and financial policies will allow the region to absorb its new inhabitants without becoming overrun by congestion, smog and unsustainable servicing costs.

**Current planning policy**

The Ontario government has enacted important legislation to enable better land use and transportation planning in Ontario, in particular the *Greenbelt Act, 2005* and the *Places to Grow Act, 2005*. Under the authority of the *Places to Grow Act, 2005*, the Ontario government has established the Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe. Further, Metrolinx has created a regional transportation plan entitled *The Big Move: Transforming Transportation in the Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area*. Modelling by the Pembina Institute shows these policies, if fully and effectively implemented, will reduce the amount of time each driver spends behind the wheel in 20 years. This will result because the Growth Plan for the GGH and the Big Move together will help focus more growth around urban centres and transit hubs, and more transit will exist as an alternative to highways.
Unfortunately, these policies will not reverse increasing amounts of urban sprawl and traffic congestion overall. Figure 2 shows that total amount of driving will increase in 20 years simply due to projected population growth and the increased total number of cars on our roads. Much of this growth will occur in the outer suburbs where highways will be needed to serve new sprawl.

In the GTA, more cars on the road will only increase congestion and potentially negate the effect of reduced individual time from the policies discussed above. Already, congestion in the GTA results in $6 billion in lost productivity, with an average commute time of 45 minutes one way. Two-thirds of drivers surveyed in the GTA said that traffic was taking away from personal time and diminishing their quality of life.

### Barriers to location-efficient development

Ontario’s land use and greenbelt protection policies are laudable. Unfortunately, they do not go far enough to balance the sprawl vs. location-efficient development equation. In many cases, even legislation and policy that are meant to be complementary further limit location efficiency.

The Ontario government has enabled provincially-led municipal land use planning. The Provincial Policy Statement, issued under the Planning Act, provides direction on land use planning and development issues such as the efficient use of infrastructure and protection of the environment at the municipal level. The Planning Act itself delegates a great deal of local planning authority to municipalities. Among other things, municipalities are responsible for creating official plans and enacting local bylaws, both of which impact the location efficiency of development. Municipal land use decisions must comply with the law (e.g., the Planning Act and the “good planning” standard), be consistent with the Provincial Policy Statement (the Planning Act requires a “shall be consistent with” standard) and conform with any provincial plan,
including the Growth Plan for the GGH (the Planning Act requires a “shall conform with” standard). With all these requirements, there needs to be some assessment of the interaction of all the policies and plans. As it stands, municipal approaches vary and there is no requirement for a unified approach. There are few hard targets (rather there are mainly guidelines) that would result in location-efficient development, and current targets lack rigor and full compliance.21

One way to support location efficiency is to look at why consumers choose, and developers build, sprawling developments. Studies show that current development and pricing policies in Ontario — including property taxes, development charges and service fees — tend to encourage low-density sprawl development, while making it more expensive for developers, planners and municipalities to build location-efficient communities, homes and employment hubs.22 In effect, location-efficient development is being financially penalized, while poorly planned, sprawl development is more affordable and in some cases subsidized. This perverse incentive is exacerbated by relatively low housing supply in the GTA and GGH, which leads to high housing prices, particularly around urban cores (where development tends to be more location efficient). One recent U.S. study found that only 10% of housing stock consists of walkable urban properties and these, on a square-foot basis, cost 40–200% more than suburban homes.23

Transportation expenditures rise as one moves out from the centre of a city. 
Photo: Roberta Franchuk, The Pembina Institute

Research also reveals that many homebuyers underestimate the costs of living further away from a city centre. Researchers at the Neptis Foundation found that, while housing prices (the listing prices paid for houses) decrease with distance from the city centre, the amount spent on other housing costs (like maintenance, property taxes, utilities and insurance) increases. More importantly, however, as housing expenditures rise as one moves out from the centre, transportation expenditures rise even faster.24 This important research supports the idea that homebuyers may be trading short-term gain (lower house price) for longer-term pain (higher housing costs and transportation costs) that will make them worse off overall.

Poor incentives and a tendency to underestimate the cost of living in a sprawling neighbourhood are likely working against sound Ontario legislation and policy tools (discussed above), limiting the demand for and supply of location-efficient housing. Fortunately, these problems can likely be solved or minimized. To do so, tools are needed to balance the tax and pricing distortions, to
offer incentives to homebuyers and developers to choose location-efficient housing and to help homebuyers understand the actual costs of sprawl more easily, so they can make more informed housing choices. The Pembina Institute, Zizzo Allan Climate Law LLP, Ecojustice Canada and Canadian Environmental Law Association have collaborated to produce *Live Where You Go: Encouraging location-efficient development in Ontario*, which investigates a range of policy options and presents those that make sense for Ontario at this time.

*Photo: Kevin Sauvé, The Pembina Institute*

_Poor incentives — and a tendency to underestimate the cost of living in a sprawling neighbourhood — are working against sound Ontario policies._

Photo: Kevin Sauvé, The Pembina Institute
Methodology and objectives

Finding ways to reward location-efficient development

Live Where You Go is the result of a year-long project, the Cool Communities project that seeks to explore the best policies, incentives and financial tools to encourage more location-efficient development in Ontario, particularly within the GTA and the GGH.<sup>25</sup>

There are many possible solutions that could help Ontario reward and encourage location-efficient development. Some options include financial tools, policy levers or voluntary incentive programs. In particular, we examined policy tools that would:

- Improve upon current policies such as the Growth Plan for the GGH and the Big Move
- Provide new mechanisms such as financial incentives, market-based tools and reforms to financial policies
- Build upon what is effective elsewhere
- Be effective and/or politically feasible in Ontario
- Apply to the GGH area, with a focus on the GTA
- Apply to the location and form of new development; encourage location-efficient buildings (such as infill, attached housing or higher density) rather than sprawl in greenfields and whitefields
- Influence the rewards from and charges for current development to encourage building improvements or support homebuyers in their location choices

Methodology

Policies were identified, researched and scrutinized with the help of key experts and stakeholders — planners, developers, realtors, municipalities and business leaders — through a detailed consultation process. Our process was as follows:

1. Through preliminary research, identify potential policies and best practices
2. Identify and consult with more than 20 experts and stakeholders in individual interviews where we discussed broad concepts and our five identified policy areas
3. Incorporate input and suggested research and best practices from consultations into the development of a summary report of policy tool options for our consultations workshops
4. Conduct three workshops to collect feedback on the effectiveness and feasibility of options from experts and stakeholders
5. Based on workshop feedback, develop a final list of immediate and medium-term recommendations

Our consultation process was designed to address the complexity of dealing with sprawl in the GGH. Any policy change proposed is likely to involve issues of economics, planning, marketing or consumer behaviour, and law (both residential and, in many cases, commercial). Discussions with industry experts quickly revealed that some ideas, while attractive from a theoretical
perspective, are unlikely to result in a significant increase in location-efficient development because of interactions with other market or political factors. Where possible, we’ve flagged conflicting opinions we received during consultations, to present a balanced perspective.

Input from our consultations is cited throughout this report and is not attributed to individuals. A full list of experts and stakeholders consulted is presented in Appendix A. We have also summarized comments from the individual consultations referenced above in step 2 of our process in Appendix G.

We wish to emphasize our gratitude to those we consulted for their insightful and practical input and opinions. Any errors in *Live Where You Go* are our own.

#### A flexible goal that benefits Ontarians

Throughout this process it has been critical to be clear about the intent of location efficiency policy. Some important points about the analysis and policy goals of location efficiency are presented here.

1. **It’s not about towers vs. houses**

   Location efficiency includes a range of building types, not just residential towers. The kind of incremental increases in density needed to build location-efficient communities can occur with an increase in the number of attached, medium- and high-rise buildings that respect neighbourhood character, while also prioritizing higher densities around transit hubs and amenities. One important question is: what level of transit is best for a given area? Higher densities are needed to support higher-order transit.

Currently, the Growth Plan for the GGH calls for a minimum density of 50 people and jobs per hectare for greenfield areas.\(^26\) However, modelling conducted by the Region of Waterloo found that even increasing greenfield density to 60 and 70 people and jobs per hectare would not change the look and character of most suburban neighbourhoods, with the exception of an increase in the heights of some of the buildings.\(^27\) However, an increase in density of this scale would have a significant impact on the capacity of developed greenfield areas to support transit.

The Growth Plan for the GGH’s current density target of 50 people and jobs per hectare has been shown to represent the
minimum transit-oriented development threshold of conventional bus service with a 30-minute headway.28 “Headway” is a common measure of the distance or time between vehicles on the same line in a transit system and represents the minimum wait time for transit users, with shorter headways meaning more frequent service. Improved service with a 15-minute headway could be supported by a minimum density of 78 to 80 people and jobs per hectare.29 As shown in Table 1 below, even a neighbourhood of attached residential housing would supply enough density (98 people and jobs/hectare) to facilitate transit of this frequency.

Table 1: Density of different types of development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Density (units/ha)</th>
<th>Population/ha</th>
<th>Jobs/ha</th>
<th>People and jobs/ha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low-density residential</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>55.8</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>65.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attached residential</td>
<td>37.0</td>
<td>78.8</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>98.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-rise residential</td>
<td>118.9</td>
<td>206.7</td>
<td>52.9</td>
<td>259.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid-rise mixed use (residential/commercial)</td>
<td>151.0</td>
<td>245.3</td>
<td>297.7</td>
<td>543.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corridor mixed use (residential/commercial)</td>
<td>155.3</td>
<td>273.4</td>
<td>111.3</td>
<td>384.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Data from City of North Vancouver 100 Year Sustainability Vision 30

2. It’s not about downtown Toronto vs. the ‘burbs

Location efficiency can occur outside of the urban Toronto core. For example, as Markham grows commercially and residentially, some of its neighbourhoods around employment hubs are becoming walkable, allowing people to live and work in the same community. Other neighbourhoods are accessible by rapid transit, allowing commuters to efficiently move from home to job without getting stuck in traffic. Location efficiency can also occur in places like central Aurora, with a GO train line for commuting to jobs located in Toronto and a walkable urban centre.

Unfortunately, just like downtown Toronto, these areas are becoming too expensive for the average homebuyer to afford, as a result of many of the policies discussed in this report (such as development charges, property taxes, outdated parking rules and approvals). Homebuyers are thus turning to less location-efficient, sprawling alternatives, which come with a lower price tag up front but which typically result in more time spent behind the wheel.
In addition, homebuyer perception may play a role in this problem. Homebuyers often see a restricted choice: either a high-rise condo in the downtown core or an affordable house with a yard in the outer suburbs, likely requiring one or more car(s). As discussed above, research by the Neptis Foundation suggests that while the suburban house may seem cheaper, it can actually make the homebuyer financially worse off. The increase in travel costs resulting from moving to the urban fringe more than outweighs the savings in house prices, without even considering time lost travelling or environmental consequences.31

Choice for homebuyers — and developers — means location-efficient development that provides suitable housing for all incomes, family sizes and age demographics in communities that are a convenient distance from workplaces, amenities and rapid transit. Location-efficient communities can occur throughout the GGH, not just in the dense core of a city. Appropriately planned attached, semi-detached, or even smaller, more concentrated dwellings, can have a significant impact on location efficiency and affordability.

In fact, findings from the Pembina–RBC study show that ‘location’ preferences for homebuyers do not line up in terms of city versus suburbs. Preferences are overwhelmingly for walkable, mixed-use neighbourhoods with access to frequent rapid transit, whether it be in the 905 or the 416, a suburb, an urban residential area or the downtown core. The survey asked GTA residents to imagine they were moving to another home: “Of the following three options, please select the location where you would prefer to live, if the cost of housing in each was equally affordable to you?” The results are presented in Table 2.

### Table 2. Homebuyer preferences for home location

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Respondent preference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Option A: Detached home on large private lot</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Far from the town or city centre; need car to get to most destinations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Commute to work of more than 30 minutes, with no access to fast transit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Option B: Detached house on a modest lot size or a townhouse or condo</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Suburban location where you can walk or bike to stores and amenities in the local town centre</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Commute to work of more than 30 minutes, but with access to rapid transit such as the GO train</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Option C: Condo, townhouse or modest house on a smaller lot</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• In a city with easy access to stores and amenities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Commute to work of less than 30 minutes; possible to get to work by bike, walking or transit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Pembina–RBC32
Research and findings

Policy options to encourage location-efficient development

Preliminary analysis

The Cool Communities project included research and consultations that explored five key policy areas, which encompass a range of new tools, both carrots and sticks, as well as ways to reform current policies. The policy areas cover various development and home buying stages as follows:

1. **Homebuyer benefits**: How to make more location-efficient choices available to homebuyers and leverage the participation of the lending and real estate sectors.

2. **Development charge reform**: How to make development charges fair by removing subsidies for sprawl development, while also giving municipalities more revenue to pay for the costs of servicing new development.

3. **Property tax reform**: How to make property taxes more fairly reflect the location footprint of residential development.

4. **Parking policies**: How to make location-efficient developments more cost effective, while reducing the space wasted on and the under-valuation of surface parking.

5. **Approvals process opportunities**: How to prioritize and facilitate location efficiency when development and transit planning decisions are being made.

For each of the above location efficiency policy areas, we examined a number of specific options to reform, amend or develop new policy, legislation and tools. Some ideas are specific to the GTA, while others have been adapted from best practices elsewhere.

The detailed analysis of each of the five policy areas, including consultation input, is presented in Appendix B and forms the body of research for our final policy recommendations. Table 2 below presents all of the specific policy tools we examined and provides a brief analysis of each as well as identification of our policy priorities.

Table 3: Summary of policy tools assessed and identification of policy priorities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy Area 1: Homebuyer benefits</th>
<th>Specific policy tool</th>
<th>Summary analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Use a location cost calculator to inform and educate homebuyers about their choices</td>
<td>Identified as a priority policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A homebuyer educational tool, but also as a prerequisite for any additional reformatory policies such as location efficient mortgages, assessment process reform, or rebates.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mandate walk scores on real estate listings</td>
<td>Limited in its impact; may simply drive up price of current desirable locations. Also, agreeing on a scoring system will present a challenge. That said, this tool may be useful to remind homebuyers about the importance of walkability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research and findings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Encourage location efficient mortgages</strong></td>
<td>Benefit for homebuyers is a higher borrowing capacity for location-efficient properties, but this is a boutique mortgage. It may be more effective to reform the assessment process so that it more accurately incorporates location costs in risk assessment overall.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Modify Canadian Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC) insurance to encourage location-efficient homes</strong></td>
<td>For location-efficient properties, allow mandatory CMHC insurance to be paid over a period of 10 years before the premium is applied. This would increase the affordability of location-efficient properties, putting them into the price range of more people, including first-time homebuyers who are often driven to sprawl. However, this increase in borrowing capacity could open borderline borrowers up to even more risk.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Reform mortgage risk assessment process to include location costs** | **Identified as a medium-term priority policy**  
Reform the assessment process province-wide to factor all transportation and location-related costs into mortgage assessment. Requires development of location efficiency criteria and metrics and comprehensive study of increased credit worthiness based on location efficiency criteria. |
| **Provide rebates or tax credits for location-efficient properties** | Offer homebuyers a cash rebate on the cost of a location-efficient property. This policy would have low relative impact. |

**Policy Area 2: Development charges**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specific policy tool</th>
<th>Summary analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Encourage municipalities to assess development charges based on predetermined zone-specific costs** | **Identified as a priority policy**  
Zone-specific development charges would reduce subsidies to location inefficient development and help pass on the true costs of sprawl to homebuyers/developers. |
| **Allow municipalities to charge for a broader range and quantity of costs required to service development by amending the Development Charges Act, 1997** | **Identified as a priority policy**  
Would allow municipalities to charge for the actual costs of servicing new development, including better capital investments for transit. If zone-specific policies are enacted, could significantly improve cost of location-efficient development vs. sprawl, helping homebuyers afford location-efficient homes. |
| **Require municipalities to levy development charges that cover full cost/range of services for new development** | **Identified as a medium-term policy**  
Reform would dramatically reduce potential for "race to the bottom" but may face significant municipal opposition by removing municipal discretion to set development charges. |
| **Make development charges transparent for homebuyers on homebuyer advertising/information** | Useful as a means of enhancing the effect of the first two policy tools by ensuring homebuyer is aware of the cost of sprawl. |
## Policy Area 3: Property taxes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specific policy tool</th>
<th>Summary analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Allow two-rate property tax system where buildings and</td>
<td>Encourages densification and revitalization of urban cores while discouraging holding land for speculative purposes (as tax burden would be higher for land without the economic benefits associated with development).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>improvements are taxed at lower rate than land</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allow differential tax rates for single-family vs. multi-</td>
<td>Addresses hidden subsidization and encourages densification as apartment and condominiums typically cost municipalities less to service on a per capita basis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>family dwellings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorporate location efficiency metrics into tax</td>
<td>Encourages location-efficient development by decreasing the comparable tax burden to homebuyers who choose these properties; however, requires significant legislative amendment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>assessment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower property tax and earmark for shared essentials;</td>
<td>Since many direct services are cheaper to provide as density increases, residents in more dense locations will have a cost savings compared to those in more location inefficient locations. Homeowners facing higher costs have increased incentives to conserve and ability to influence carrying costs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>increase user fees</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implement charges or rebates based on location</td>
<td>Surcharges or rebates to reflect whether a property is location efficient would not require as fundamental a change in the property tax regime but would allow for accounting of various location efficiency related cost differentiations to provide municipal services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>efficiency criteria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Policy Area 4: Parking

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specific policy tool</th>
<th>Summary analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reduce or remove minimum parking requirements</td>
<td><strong>Identified as a priority policy</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Allow developers to provide the amount of parking the market demands, according to a neighbourhood’s unique mix of uses and transit service (up to a maximum). This has the potential to reduce the cost of location efficiency to both developer and consumer by allowing developers to build less parking if residents do not demand it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unbundle parking costs from purchase or rental costs</td>
<td>Important to increasing the affordability of location-efficient properties, while also reducing parking demand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reform property tax for parking lands</td>
<td><strong>Identified as a priority policy</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Provides the ability to correct for cost and land usage disparities between location-efficient and sprawl developments, and would reduce tendency for landowners to hang onto underdeveloped location-efficient land.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charge for parking in strategic suburban areas</td>
<td><strong>Identified as a medium-term policy</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In order to level the playing field for merchants, employers, employees and consumers, reverse the trend toward peripheral commercial and retail development, and encourage location-efficient development.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Policy Area 5: Development approval process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specific policy tool</th>
<th>Summary analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Create a location efficiency checklist</td>
<td><strong>Identified as a priority policy</strong>&lt;br&gt;Checklist with location efficiency criteria, such as density, proximity to transit and availability of local amenities, would be used as a pre-screen for development approvals and an incentive tool (tying high scores to incentives/rewards).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encourage pre-zoning around mobility hubs</td>
<td><strong>Identified as a priority policy</strong>&lt;br&gt;Encourage municipalities to use their statutory authority to strategically pre-zone, facilitating greater density and mixed land uses needed to support transit and encourage location efficiency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-window approach, fast-tracking and policy consistency for municipal approvals</td>
<td>Location-efficient projects could be guided through the approval process more seamlessly by a facilitation manager, bringing more clarity and certainty to the process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encourage use of density bonus</td>
<td><strong>Identified as a medium-term policy</strong>&lt;br&gt;Municipalities should be encouraged to make greater and more transparent use of their density-bonusing powers to support location-efficient development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metrolinx utilizes Transportation Planning Policy Statement (TPPS) and new land use planning authority</td>
<td><strong>Identified as a medium-term policy</strong>&lt;br&gt;Ministry should establish the TPPS to encourage intensified mixed-use development in and close to mobility hubs and along corridors of new and proposed Metrolinx funded transit lines. Metrolinx could also be granted additional powers to halt development that does not conform to transit planning goals (this requires legislative amendment).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metrolinx links funding to pre-zoning for development around transit hubs</td>
<td><strong>Identified as a priority policy</strong>&lt;br&gt;Funding from Metrolinx should be contingent on location efficiency principles, such as pre-zoning for densification in and near mobility hubs or other assurances that development with location efficiency criteria will be encouraged.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Identification and discussion of policy priorities

We explored an extensive menu of policy choices that are available to encourage location efficiency in the province. Our goal was to identify a list of top policy tools to encourage location efficiency in the short and medium terms and build support from experts around these tools. Our consultations, therefore, were critical in identifying risks and shortcomings of policy options as well as identifying those that are potentially most effective, politically feasible and can be supported by stakeholders.

For instance, although those consulted generally agreed that property tax reform has the potential to be an effective driver towards location efficiency, there was overwhelming feedback that property tax reform is extremely complex and the current property tax system is legally, politically and economically entrenched. Broad property tax reform, therefore, is not a realistic option in the short and medium terms.
Likewise, there was agreement from those we consulted that a better understanding of costs and benefits associated with location efficiency is needed, therefore elevating the homebuyer incentive tools of a location cost calculator and metrics to understand and track location efficiency.

The results of the consultation were summarized in our dot poll exercise, for which both the experts/stakeholders and the project partners were asked to identify their top policy options. While those identified options did not automatically become our policy priorities, this exercise helped to reinforce our research and conclusions and prompted us to re-examine and reconsider policy options. The results of the dot poll exercise are presented in Appendix F.
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Priority policies to encourage location-efficient development in Ontario

Priority policies are those location efficiency tools that stand out as feasible, practical and effective and that were supported by most experts and stakeholders. Priority policies are short term (can be implemented within one to four years) and include reforms or shifts to existing policies, as well as new incentive-based tools.

This chapter presents the five policy tools that rise to the top as best to implement in the short term. Some of the policy recommendations use more than one of the specific policy tools identified through our research and consultation. Although these top five are numbered, they are not ranked. In addition to the top five, we also present top policies for medium-term implementation that can follow and build on the short-term priorities.

Top priority policies

Priority Policy One: Location cost calculator

A GTA study found that residents spent a greater percentage of their income to live in the suburbs and in urban areas, due to high travel costs (see Table 4). Buyers of location-efficient housing often have the option of living with fewer or no cars and, as a result, they tend to have lower transportation expenses. Location efficiency also increases financial resiliency. Owners of location-efficient housing who choose to commute via car for convenience may be able to switch to lower-cost transit in the event of a job loss or other financial interruption.

Table 4. Housing location cost comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Urban region</th>
<th>New suburb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Housing costs as percentage of income</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>18.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel costs as percentage of income</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>18.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined as percentage of income</td>
<td>31.8</td>
<td>36.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Data from Neptis Foundation, Travel and Housing Costs

However, it can be challenging for homebuyers to finance location-efficient homes, even if the higher purchase price of a location-efficient home will be more than outweighed by decreased transportation costs. Current mortgage assessment practice underestimates this and other benefits of location-efficient homes, in part because it accounts for debt and costs associated with servicing that debt, such as car payments, but does not include the costs associated with vehicle use such as gas, insurance, parking and maintenance.
Consequently, assessment may undervalue the available cash flow of buyers of location-efficient homes who have fewer cars and lower transportation costs, while overestimating the cash flow of those who spend less on a home and more on transportation. This may increase demand for sprawl and greenfield development.

**Work with realtors and lenders to educate and inform homebuyers via a location cost calculator and other consumer education tools**

In advance of more substantial reforms — such as reforming the mortgage assessment process — a calculator tool to measure and compare costs for homes based on location could be developed and used to inform and educate homebuyers. Lending and real estate agencies could be required to provide this information to prospective homebuyers as part of sales materials, or lenders could take the lead on developing the tool and offering the service.

Homebuyers may be unaware of how their true monthly and overall costs depend on the location of their property purchase. When all location costs are taken into account and provided to the homebuyer, their choices and preference may actually change.

Experts and stakeholders consulted for this report expressed resounding interest and support for the development of a location efficiency calculator tool — for use in itself as an educational tool, but also as a prerequisite for any more reformatory policies such as location efficient mortgages, assessment reform or rebates. Methodology and metrics to measure location efficiency and/or location costs must be evidence based.
**Measuring location efficiency**

In over 300 urban areas in the United States, location efficiency is measured using metrics for both housing and transportation affordability (The H + T Affordability Index). The analysis is based on the study of location efficiency, which identifies both the neighbourhood and household characteristics that determine the demand for transportation. Subsequent analysis revealed that the ‘drive 'til you qualify’ phenomenon, where less-expensive housing is located at the periphery of cities and towns, has raised the cost of transportation as high or higher than the cost of shelter.³⁷

For example, an analysis of people living in metropolitan Milwaukee, Wisconsin, found the percentage of income spent on housing and transportation costs decreases as the number of cars per household decreases. This is true even for households that spend more per year on housing. Moving from an area requiring three cars per household and 35,000 vehicle miles of travel per year to one where a household needs just one car and has transit access increases the housing costs by $5,000 but reduces transportation costs by $12,000, for a net reduction in the cost of living of 18.3%.³⁸

In the Ontario context, a similar metric can be established and used not only for homebuyer financial benefits but for educational tools such as:

- Location cost calculator for prospective homebuyers that provides a relative cost comparison on transportation and housing costs over a period of time based on location. Information can be presented in the form of a table that breaks out various costs and compares them to an average or an ideal set against a proposed home price.
- Borrowing capacity comparison based on location — a simple table can be provided by lenders to demonstrate to homebuyers the relative monthly costs of their location choices and impact on borrowing capacity.

Please see Appendix D for more detailed information on location calculation tools.

**Establish a location efficiency checklist**

While a location cost calculator would measure the costs associated with a given location, specific inputs or metrics are needed to conduct this analysis. These metrics can be put together into a location efficiency checklist, which was identified as a valuable tool in the development approval process policy area. Adherence to location efficiency criteria, such as density, proximity to transit and availability of local amenities, could be used as a pre-screen or a precondition for development approvals. Local governments could use a location efficiency checklist as an incentive tool, tying a high score on the checklist to rewards such as permit and development charge reductions, relaxation in parking requirements, and application fast-tracking.³⁹

**Priority Policy Two: Development charge reform**

Development charges allow municipalities to charge developers some of the costs of providing municipal services.
Sprawling development is typically more expensive to service than location-efficient development. A properly designed development charge regime would pass increased servicing costs for sprawl development on to sprawl developers and, eventually, homebuyers so that those who choose sprawling development are required to pay for the extra costs they are foisting on their municipality. Such a system would align economic incentives with planning and environmental rules promoting location efficiency.

Unfortunately the way development charges currently operate in Ontario does not encourage location efficiency for two reasons:

• In most municipalities, development charges are allocated by building type, not location.
• The Development Charges Act, 1997 (the “DCA”) does not allow municipalities to charge the full costs of servicing development.

Currently, most development charges are based on building type, even though cost of servicing depends to a great extent on location of development. This regime subsidizes location inefficient development by undercharging for services provided to sprawling development and over-charging for services provided to dense development.

**Encourage municipalities to assess development charges based on predetermined zone-specific costs**

A better solution would be to assess development charges based on zones that correspond to average service levels within different areas of a municipality. This policy option recognizes that the costs of providing certain services, such as roads and sewers, will tend to be similar, on average, for similar building types in specific zones. This approach gives the appropriate
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incentives to developers and homebuyers, while avoiding the huge administrative burden that would be required if development charges were assessed on every home individually. An added bonus: municipalities (like the City of Ottawa, which charges different rates for development within and outside of its greenbelt) already have the legal authority to implement this reform.

Amend Development Charges Act to allow municipalities to pass on the real costs of servicing new development

The DCA distorts real estate development by:

- Restricting the services for which a municipality can assess development charges (typically, ‘soft costs’ such as parkland are not permitted);
- Requiring that municipalities discount some capital costs charged via development charges by 10%; and
- Basing cost maximums on the average level of service provided by the municipality in the 10 years preceding the assessment (the 10-year service level restriction).

The 10-year service level restriction creates a serious problem, preventing municipalities from recovering the true cost of growth, especially in high growth areas. It hampers municipalities’ abilities to improve their services. For example, a municipality with a severe traffic congestion and smog problem, historically limited transit service and significant development pressure is prevented from using development charges to fund much-needed transit improvements if they are above the 10-year average service level. In contrast, the same municipality may be able to use funds from development charges to invest in new roads that work against its planning objectives.

Amending the DCA to remove the 10-year historical average, 10% discount and limit on soft costs would not be complicated and would allow municipalities to pass on the real costs of servicing new development, particularly sprawl development, to developers. The current system typically results in a subsidy from other municipal ratepayers and location efficient developers to sprawl developers, which works against planning and environmental goals.

Priority Policy Three: Tax surface parking based on area

Policies that encourage or allow an oversupply of parking (such as in suburban commercial centres) increase the amount of surface area devoted to parking, at the expense of location-efficient development and greenspace. As well, less costly parking in suburban fringes creates an unfair advantage as suburban commercial centres often have free parking, while town centres and main streets have charged, on-street parking.

Residentially, since suburban lots are bigger and cost less per area, cost for extra surface parking spaces is likely to be less than in location-efficient developments, although these extra parking spaces are more likely to be superfluous.

Property tax reform for residential or commercial development is politically challenging, although important in the long term. In the immediate term, reforming the way parking land is taxed can help correct cost and land usage disparities between location-efficient and sprawl
developments, and reduce the tendency for land owners to hang onto underdeveloped location-efficient land.

The province has the jurisdiction to mandate that municipalities assess parking lands at a higher rate. Municipalities have the jurisdiction to set their own variable rates for different classes of property, and should be encouraged to define a new property class for parking lands and amend local bylaws in order to increase property tax rates applicable to parking lands. Therefore, the carrying costs associated with surface parking would be increased, and more efficient use of the land encouraged.

Reforming the way parking land is taxed can help correct cost and land usage disparities between location-efficient and sprawl developments.

Photo: Kevin Sauvé, The Pembina Institute

Priority Policy Four: Remove minimum parking requirements

The financial cost of providing parking is driven by three variables: the number of parking spaces, the opportunity cost of land used for parking, and the cost per parking space. In denser, location-efficient areas, structured garage parking costs approximately $30,000 per space, and underground parking approximately $60,000 per space, compared to $2,000–$8,000 for surface parking. This adds to the costs for buyers of homes and commercial buildings — especially if developers are required to build more spaces than are actually needed — making location-efficient developments relatively more expensive, and driving developers and buyers to more affordable regions.

Parking standards and zoning regulations in most municipalities require developers to provide a minimum number of parking spaces according to the size (area) or number of units in a proposed development. In some cases, however, particularly in location-efficient areas, the minimum number of parking spaces required is more than the market demands, since many residents or workers may walk and/or take transit in the area. The minimum parking requirements thus increase the cost for residents who are required to account for the costs associated with developing extra spaces or to purchase parking spaces they do not need. This type of automobile-
oriented standard prioritizes space for cars over other uses such as public space and additional residential or commercial space.

Required parking adds to the costs for buyers of homes and commercial buildings. Structured garage parking costs approximately $30,000 per space.

Reducing minimum parking requirements would allow developers to provide what they believe the market will want (subject to a maximum), according to a neighbourhood’s unique mix of uses and transit service, and thereby maximize budget and land use efficiencies.

Research into best practices indicates that this policy is feasible and effective; it has been widely adopted elsewhere (see Appendix E).

Amend the Planning Act

Reform to the current parking space requirement policy would involve amending the Planning Act to lower and/or remove minimum requirements in particular areas (such as commercial shopping complexes and catchment areas around higher order transport) and to promote the reduction of minimum parking requirements more broadly.

The Planning Act grants both the province and municipalities the power to enact zoning bylaws that deal with parking minimums/maximaums, which municipalities can change to allow for less parking. Landowners and developers can also contract with municipalities to install less parking for an in-lieu fee or service (per section 40 of the Planning Act) or they can get a minor variance or bylaw amendment as required.

Priority Policy Five: Metrolinx approvals

Location efficiency depends strongly upon adequate transit services and options that create connectivity between communities, residences and work places. Although land use and transit
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are well integrated in provincial policy and planning, this is less true at the municipal level. There is an enormous opportunity to intensify development along the rapid transit lines proposed in the Big Move via the Growth Plan for the GGH and municipal Official Plans. Unfortunately, the Growth Plan for the GGH currently contains no defined or enforceable targets for mobility hubs and corridors.\(^{47}\) The Big Move and the Growth Plan for the GGH are intended to work together; however, with both initiatives fully implemented, over 95% of the VKT reductions are attributed to The Big Move.\(^{48}\) By strengthening the targets in the Growth Plan for the GGH, new populations can be more effectively located close to the transit that will be created under the Big Move.

Metrolinx, a provincial agency,\(^{49}\) has the objective of improving transportation in the Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area. There is an opportunity to better integrate transportation development by Metrolinx with land use development to help ensure they complement and support the same goals.

**Link Metrolinx funding to pre-zoning around hubs**

Metrolinx should utilize its legislated funding authority to encourage location-efficient development. It should only fund and build proposed transit lines and/or provide third party financing in accordance with location-efficient development principles. For example, transit funding should be contingent on pre-zoning for densification within and at a given distance around mobility hubs and along corridors, or on other assurances that densification and other location efficiency criteria will be encouraged in the area.

*Location efficiency depends strongly upon adequate transit services and options that create connectivity between communities, residences and work places.*
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Top medium-term policies

While the priority recommendations of Live Where You Go focus on those options that are most politically feasible and can be effectively implemented within one to four years, we have also identified a number of medium-term policy options. These policy options will either take longer to develop and implement or be contingent on priority policies being first introduced.

Medium-Term Policy One: Reform mortgage risk assessment process to include location costs

Residents spend a greater percentage of their income to live in the suburbs, due to higher transportation costs; the higher purchase price of a location-efficient home is often outweighed by decreased transportation costs. Yet current mortgage assessment does not account for this and can give more favourable treatment to applications from those who spend less on the cost of a home and more on transportation.\(^{50}\)

The assessment process could be reformed province-wide to factor all transportation and location-related costs into mortgage assessments, including not just car payment debt but also the costs associated with vehicle use such as gas, insurance, parking and maintenance, encouraging more location-efficient, less car-dependent home choices. This assessment reform could also reduce foreclosure risk, which is more highly associated with sprawl locations.

The proposed priority policy of a location cost calculator would set the groundwork for mortgage assessment reform by determining metrics and criteria for the assessment process. Reforming assessment could also include taking into account location efficiency factors that can impact housing affordability and a homeowner’s financial risk:

1. The need and expense associated with travel in different locations;\(^{51}\)
2. The connections between mortgage performance, reduced risk of foreclosures and the characteristics of location-efficient neighbourhoods (i.e., access to transit, walkability and compact urban form);\(^{52}\)
3. Stability and/or growth in property values in location-efficient neighbourhoods.\(^{53}\)

Medium-Term Policy Two: Encourage use of density bonus

Local governments should be encouraged to use their discretionary rezoning decision-making power to provide density bonuses, which offer key advantages for location-efficient development. A density bonus allows developers to build to a level of density higher than the normal allowable Floor Area Ratio in exchange for providing amenities that advance goals for location-efficient development (including designated public spaces, affordable housing, green development and heritage preservation). This tool promotes densities that can support transit and commercial development and is most effective where land costs are high.\(^{54}\)
Medium-Term Policy Three: Require municipalities to levy development charges that cover full cost/range of services for new development

In the consultation process for this report, it was suggested that municipalities may not be willing to reform their current inefficient development charge systems due to concerns that they will lose development to neighbouring municipalities. One solution to this issue would be to require (not merely allow) municipalities to amend their development charge policies to recognize the different costs of servicing different zones. Such an approach would likely be controversial because it would constrain municipal authority, but it could help municipalities avoid a “race to the bottom” by preventing hidden subsidies for inefficient, sprawling development. In addition to supporting planning and environmental objectives, this approach would reduce the chance that existing ratepayers have to subsidize sprawl development.

Medium-Term Policy Four: Charge for or reform parking in strategic suburban areas

Charging for parking in strategic suburban areas (e.g., shopping centres) will help level the playing field for merchants, employers, employees and consumers across the GTA, and over time, it will encourage location-efficient development. This could potentially be accomplished through the creation of suburban parking authorities to charge for parking in strategic areas.

Another option is to reform how parking lands are valued and utilized. For instance, Mississauga’s Downtown 21 Master Plan (part of their municipal strategic plan) will transform Square One Shopping Centre to a new “downtown”, that is, a vital, mixed-use, pedestrian-friendly, walkable area, accessible by public transit. The plan will entail eliminating the mass parking lots, requiring careful management of traffic and parking by the city. The changes to rationalize the supply and use of parking will be incremental and interim uses applied. These parking lots are viewed in Downtown 21 as a “physical opportunity to use the large area of existing surface parking lots to create a more sustainable pattern of transit-oriented growth within a new urban structure.”
Reforming how parking is authorized and charged in suburban areas is identified as a medium-term priority, as there is a lack of best practices and further research is required. Priority Policy Three (area-based taxes on parking lands, discussed above), if implemented, would have a positive impact on suburban parking land and employment lands in the interim.

**Medium-Term Policy Five: Metrolinx utilizes Transportation Planning Policy Statement and new land use planning authority**

The province should explicitly mandate consistency of goals and objectives across development decisions. The *Metrolinx Act, 2006* enables the Minister of Transportation to prepare a Transportation Planning Policy Statement (TPPS) that sets out transportation planning objectives.\(^5^7\) The Minister should prepare a TPPS that gives Metrolinx greater influence over land use planning decisions. The TPPS should require and encourage intensified (mixed-use) development at and within a given distance from mobility hubs and along corridors of new and proposed Metrolinx funded transit lines, and/or encourage municipalities to provide incentive programs for development in these zones. Preparing a strong TPPS would help establish the Metrolinx vision and broaden its influence over the integration of land use and transit planning. Timeframes for municipal compliance should be established along with clear enforcement measures — the TPPS should not become merely another provincial policy that requires conformity but lacks enforcement power due to time and cost constraints.

Additionally, or alternatively, Metrolinx could be given land use planning authority to have the power to halt development that conflicts with good transit planning (such as low densities around mobility hubs and corridors). This would require a regulatory amendment to expand Metrolinx’s legislated authority.
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Appendix B. Detailed policy options and analysis

The following pages present detailed research, findings, and consultation input into the entire menu of policy options that were examined for this report. The Cool Communities project included research and consultations exploring five key policy areas that encompass a range of new tools, both carrots and sticks, as well as ways to reform current policies.

The policy areas cover various development and home-buying stages:

1. **Homebuyer benefits**: How to make location-efficient choices more available to homebuyers and encouraged by the lending and real estate sectors.

2. **Development charge reform**: How to make development charges fair by removing subsidies for sprawl development, while also giving municipalities more revenue to pay for the costs of servicing new development.

3. **Property tax reform**: How to make property taxes more fairly reflect the location footprint of residential development.

4. **Parking policies**: How to make location-efficient developments more cost effective while reducing the space wasted on and under-valuation of surface parking.

5. **Approvals process opportunities**: How to prioritize and facilitate location efficiency when development and transit planning decisions are being made.

For each of the above location efficiency policy areas, we examined a number of specific options to reform, amend or develop new policy or legislation, or explored new mechanisms or practices, some specific to the GTA situation and some adapted from best practices elsewhere. The following section presents all of these.
Policy Area 1: Homebuyer benefits

How to make location-efficient choices more available to homebuyers and encouraged by the lending and real estate sectors

Policy options considered in this section

1. Use a location cost calculator to inform and educate homebuyers about their choices
2. Mandate walk scores on real estate listings
3. Encourage location efficient mortgages
4. Modify Canadian Mortgage and Housing Corporation Insurance to encourage location-efficient homes
5. Reform mortgage risk assessment process to include location costs
6. Provide rebates or tax credits for location-efficient properties

Top policy options identified:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority policies</th>
<th>Medium-term priorities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Develop a location cost calculator to be used for homebuyer education — and provide methodology for longer-term reforms</td>
<td>• Reform mortgage risk assessment process to include location costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Define criteria and metrics for location efficiency</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overview of current policy

Because they have walkable neighbourhoods and live close to public transit, homebuyers choosing location-efficient housing often have the option of living with fewer or no cars. As a result, they tend to have lower transportation expenses. Location efficiency also increases financial resiliency. Owners of location-efficient housing who choose to commute via car for convenience may be able to switch to lower-cost transit in the event of a job loss or other financial interruption.\(^{58}\)

A GTA study found that residents spent a greater percentage of their income to live in the suburbs and in urban areas, due to high travel costs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Urban region</th>
<th>New suburb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Housing costs as percentage of income</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>18.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel costs as percentage of income</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>18.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined as percentage of income</td>
<td>31.8</td>
<td>36.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
However, it can be challenging for homebuyers to finance location-efficient homes, even if the higher purchase price of a location-efficient home will be more than outweighed by decreased transportation costs.

Current mortgage assessment practice underestimates this and other benefits of location-efficient homes, in part because it accounts for debt and costs associated with servicing that debt, such as car payments, but does not include the costs associated with vehicle use such as gas, insurance, parking and maintenance. These additional costs comprise a significant proportion of overall transportation costs. Consequently, assessment may undervalue the available cash flow of buyers of location-efficient homes who have fewer cars and lower transportation costs, while overestimating the cash flow of those who spend less on a home and more on transportation.

In addition to mortgage assessors, many consumers underestimate the true costs of location inefficient housing, particularly transportation costs. This may increase demand for sprawl and greenfield development.

Policy options to encourage location-efficient development

1. Use a location cost calculator to inform and educate homebuyers about their choices.

In advance of more substantial reforms, a calculator tool to measure and compare costs for homes based on location could be developed and used to inform and educate homebuyers. Lending and real estate agencies could be required to provide this information to prospective homebuyers as part of sales materials, or lenders could take the lead on developing the tool and offering the service.

Research conducted in Ontario shows that transportation costs for suburban locations are up to twice as high as for urban areas, and that combined housing and transportation costs for suburbs are higher per income percentage than in location-efficient areas. Homebuyers may be unaware of how their true monthly and overall costs depend on the location of their property purchase. When all location costs are taken into account and provided to the homebuyer, their choices and preference may actually change.

2. Implement walk scores on real estate listings.

Walk Score is a simple online tool that already exists to rate the walkability of any address. Walkability takes into account proximity to transit stations and key amenities including schools, libraries, community centres, grocery stores, cafes, restaurants, parks, book stores and bars. Although the rigour of Walk Score’s methodology to measure location efficiency is not known, it is a convenient tool for homebuyer education.

In the U.S., the real estate sector in increasingly incorporating the walk score into its feature sheets, and some realtors in Ontario are opting to provide this information voluntarily. The walk score can easily be incorporated into Ontario real estate listings.

While promotion of a walkability score may increase preference for location-efficient homes, causing price increases in the short term, it is hoped that increasing consumer awareness of the
The benefits of location-efficient homes will eventually lead to increased supply of location-efficient housing options.

This option is limited in its impact, as it provides a rating as a feature and may actually result in further increasing the value — and cost — of desirable and walkable location-efficient properties, rather than helping to level the playing field. However, some metrics that underlie the walk score could be factored into a more comprehensive location efficiency cost and assessment methodology.

3. **Encourage location efficient mortgages.**

A framework for location efficient mortgages should be created that recognizes the savings available to people who live in location-efficient neighbourhoods, and incorporates location cost factors into the assessment of mortgage risk and available credit. Under such a system, prospective homebuyers in location-efficient areas would receive benefits as a result of reduced transportation expenses, typically by being able to borrow more money. Location efficient mortgages are intended to improve the options of buyers, particularly middle to low-income households. In the absence of special financing, these buyers would likely have to purchase property on the periphery with lower purchase costs, but with higher transportation needs and associated costs.63

In the United States, location efficient mortgages incorporate a location efficiency value of an area (from a geo-coded database) into the qualifying ratio of fixed housing costs to income. The extra credit available from these programs was estimated to be between $12,000 and $50,000. In programs in Chicago and Seattle, the mortgages performed well compared to the rest of the loan market — between 2001 and 2004, out of 41 such mortgages in Chicago, and 24 in Seattle there were zero delinquencies or defaults, and no foreclosures on the properties. See Appendix C for more details on location efficient mortgages.

While the primary benefit for homebuyers derived from a location efficient mortgage is a higher borrowing capacity, the mortgage itself is still a boutique product. It may instead be more effective to reform the assessment process so that it more accurately incorporates location costs in risk assessment overall (see option 5 below)

4. **Modify Canadian Mortgage and Housing Corporation insurance to encourage location-efficient homes.**

The Canadian Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC) insures mortgages that are deemed to be higher risk, i.e. that have a smaller percentage down payment.64 Modification of the CMHC insurance could favour location-efficient properties by either reducing the insurance premium or allowing it to be paid over a period of 10 years. This would increase the affordability of location-efficient properties, putting them into the price range for more people, including first-time homebuyers who are often driven to sprawl.

However, this increase in borrowing capacity could open borderline borrowers up to even more risk. A more robust approach could reform the assessment process in general to enable broader uptake of location-efficient properties across the board.
5. **Reform mortgage risk assessment process to include location costs.**

A higher-level option than location efficient mortgages or revamping CMHC insurance is to reform the mortgage risk assessment process province-wide to factor in all transportation and location-related costs.

Reforming assessment could include taking into account location efficiency factors that can impact housing affordability and a homeowner’s financial risk:

1. The need and expense associated with travel in different locations;\(^6\)
2. The connections between mortgage performance, reduced risk of foreclosures and the characteristics of location-efficient neighbourhoods (i.e. access to transit, walkability and compact urban form);\(^6\)
3. Stability and/or growth in property values in location-efficient neighbourhoods.\(^6,6\)

6. **Provide rebates or tax credits for location-efficient properties.**

Rebates or tax credits for location-efficient properties are potentially the simplest of the proposed policy tools for encouraging location-efficient development, in that they offer homebuyers a cash rebate on the cost of a location-efficient property. Details on terms and conditions (such as avoiding flipping) would need to be developed by experts. Lenders and/or CMHC could adopt the same principle of rebate for green energy mortgages and apply it to location-efficient properties. Examples of green energy mortgages include:

- **TD Canada Trust Green Mortgage** — offers 1% discount off the posted interest rate on a five-year fixed rate mortgage for energy efficient improvements. Cash rebates are available for 1% of the amount borrowed for ENERGY STAR products or CSA-certified solar panels.
- **RBC Energy Saver Mortgage** — offers borrowers a $300 rebate on a home energy audit.
- **CMHC Mortgage Insurance refund** — borrowers required to purchase mortgage insurance can qualify for a 10% refund on purchased insurance with the completion of energy efficient upgrades, and an extended amortization period without surcharges.
Policy Area 2: Development charges

How to make development charges fair by removing subsidies for sprawl development, while also giving municipalities more revenue to pay for the costs of servicing new development

Policy options considered in this section

1. Assess development charges based on building location and cost of services, either:
   a. True costs incurred for a development or
   b. Predetermined zone-specific costs
2. Permit or require municipalities to levy development charges that cover the full cost and the full range of services for new development
3. Make development charges transparent to homebuyers

Top policy options identified:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority policies</th>
<th>Medium-term priorities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Encourage municipalities to assess development charges based on predetermined zone-specific costs</td>
<td>• Remove the potential for “race to the bottom” development charges by requiring municipalities to charge the full cost of servicing new development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Allow municipalities to charge for a broader range and quantity of costs required to service development (including better transit service and “soft costs”) by amending the Development Charges Act, 1997</td>
<td>• Ensure that any subsidies for new development are explicit, rather than via lower development charges</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overview of current policy

Development charges allow municipalities to charge developers some of the costs of providing municipal services. The Development Charges Act, 1997 (the DCA) permits municipalities to charge for capital costs, which include the costs associated with acquiring and improving land. Some of the services for which capital costs may be charged include water, electricity, police and fire, although municipalities in practice do not always include these.

Limitations in the DCA

The current development charge regime subsidizes location-inefficient development by undercharging for services provided to sprawling development and over-charging for services provided to dense development. The inherent restrictions in the DCA and its limited application by municipalities make it ripe for improvement.
The DCA distorts real estate development by:

1. Restricting the services for which a municipality can assess development charges (typically, ‘soft costs’ such as parkland are not permitted);\(^72\)
2. Requiring that municipalities discount some capital costs charged via development charges by 10%\(^73\); and
3. Basing cost maximums on the average level of service provided by the municipality in the 10 years preceding the assessment\(^74\) (the 10-year service level restriction).

The 10-year service level restriction creates a serious problem, preventing municipalities from recovering the true cost of growth, especially in high growth areas. It also hampers municipalities’ abilities to improve their services. For example, a municipality with a severe traffic congestion and smog problem, historically limited transit service and significant development pressure is prevented from using development charges to fund much-needed transit improvements. In contrast, the same municipality may be able to use funds from development charges to invest in new roads that work against its planning objectives. This rule works against location efficiency, both by reducing the ability of municipalities to expand transit connectivity (which could increase the location efficiency of new development) and by undercharging developers of location inefficient properties if those properties will, or should, be connected to transit.\(^75\)

**Problems in development charge assessment by municipalities**

Compounding issues with the DCA, many municipalities in Ontario choose not to provide price signals to developers or homebuyers that reflect the cost of servicing their specific developments. While there is considerable flexibility to calculate development charges under the DCA, the most common method of calculating a development charge in Ontario is based on the type of unit built. This model takes no account of the relationship between housing size and location and the cost of providing municipal services. In the residential context, it is generally applied uniformly (adjusted for building type) across the municipality. As a result, a single-detached home may pay the same development charge whether it is built on an already existing lot as infill or in a greenfield with no existing services nearby.

Uniform development charges result in a subsidy from denser building forms, which tend to be cheaper to service, to sprawling building forms, which tend to be more expensive to service.\(^76\) This approach can have the perverse effect of working against urban planning objectives, such as creating compact, transit-oriented developments.\(^77\) It can also result in oversupply of expensive-to-service, location-inefficient development.\(^78\)

**Policy options to encourage location-efficient development**

1. **Assess development charges based on location**

Uniform development charges incent location-inefficient development and make location-efficient development more expensive.\(^79\) Municipalities could be required to adopt a site-specific development charge policy that would correct or at least reduce this problem.
**Appendix B. Detailed policy options and analysis**

**Charge true costs incurred for particular development**

“Marginal cost development charges” charge a developer the exact additional capital costs that will be incurred in servicing its particular development. Marginal cost development charges could take into account efficiencies in individual developments, for example reducing the component of a development charge assessed for stormwater management where a development includes permeable surfaces or green roofs.

Marginal cost development charges tend to be attractive from a theoretical economic perspective because, when designed correctly, they remove inappropriate subsidies to greenfield development. The main argument against exact marginal cost development charges is that they create significant administrative costs, which may reduce their efficiency as a policy option.

**Charge predetermined zone-specific costs, accounting for relative efficiencies**

“Area-specific development charges” assess different development charges for different zones within a municipality. This policy option recognizes that the costs of providing certain services, such as roads and sewers, will tend to be similar, on average, for similar building types in specific zones (for example, the City of Ottawa charges different rates for development within and outside of its greenbelt). Certain service costs that do not vary with location would likely remain uniform.

Unlike marginal cost development charges, area-specific development charges can be calculated similarly to uniform development charges, based on the average servicing costs required for the whole municipality. They can then be modified to allocate capital costs in a way that better reflects actual costs that will be incurred by the municipality in a specific zone. Such an approach could also be used to support planning objectives, rather than working against them, as the status quo tends to do. The accuracy of the cost allocation is likely to increase with the granularity of the zone chosen, but so are administration costs.

**2. Permit or require municipalities to levy development charges that cover the full cost and the full range of services for new development**

Amendments to the DCA could permit or require municipalities to charge for the full costs of necessary new services. The following could be part of the amendment package:

- Remove the 10% forced discount for many services and the listed service area exclusions. In addition, important services such as transit could be expressly included.
- Remove the 10-year service level restriction, which hinders municipalities when congestion, environmental concerns and municipal financial pressures create urgent needs for increased investments in services, especially transit. A legislative amendment to the DCA could allow improved service levels and may complement other policies proposed in this project, such as improved transit planning for new developments.
- Require municipalities to levy the full value of service fees for new development, rather than keeping it optional.
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Mandating full development charges could have a number of benefits:

- It would amplify price signals, particularly in conjunction with a more location-specific development charge regime (as discussed below) because it would increase charges for sprawling developments, while further reducing charges for location-efficient developments.
- It may be fairer to existing ratepayers if a shortfall in capital investment for new development is currently being paid out of property taxes.
- It would reduce the temptation for municipalities to set low development charges — which compromise their ability to finance services — in an effort to attract development.\(^8^5\) If municipalities still wanted to subsidize development, they could do so with explicit and targeted subsidies, rather than municipality-wide discounted development charges.\(^8^6\)

3. Make development charges transparent to homebuyers

Making development charges more transparent to consumers could be an inexpensive way to supplement the policy options discussed above. Our consultations indicated that many homebuyers are not aware of development charges because the charges are typically levied early in the development process (when building permits are issued or subdivision planning finalized), before homebuyers are involved.\(^8^7\) It is also possible that changes to development charges may not be passed on to consumers because they may result in counter-balancing changes to land values, or developers may simply absorb them. Numerous consultations have suggested that development charges (as a percentage of total housing prices), particularly in and around the City of Toronto, tend to be too low to drive development decisions, particularly in light of high demand for housing.\(^8^8\) While other market factors could reduce (or in some cases increase) the effect improved development charges would have on the supply of location-efficient housing, it is equally true that leaving development charges the same will continue the perverse subsidies described above. In addition, it may be possible to increase the effect of changes to development charges by increasing their visibility to consumers.

For example, it may be useful for the provincial government to require developers to provide all prospective homebuyers with the value of a home’s development charge prominently as part of any marketing materials to ensure homebuyers are aware of the financial consequences of a home’s proximity to existing municipal services. Such a measure could even include a comparison to an average or best in class development charge for a given building type to allow homebuyers to make an informed decision.

Further research needed: How development charges impact location decisions

Because of municipal funding constraints, it is assumed that any proposed amendment to development charges would either maintain or increase municipal revenues. As a result, amendments to the structure of development charges would either increase development charges paid by all developers, or increase development charges paid by location inefficient developers, while decreasing the charges paid by location efficient developers.
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As noted above, expert/stakeholder consultations repeatedly stressed that development charges in their current state are not high enough to dramatically influence location-efficient development. In addition to questions as to who pays development charges in situations of excess demand or supply for housing, some experts/stakeholders expressed doubt that small changes in development charge rates would be of any interest to homebuyers.

Thus, a question that requires additional research is the level of development charges that would most meaningfully support land use planning objectives and infrastructure investment needs within the Golden Horseshoe. No less important is the question of whether such a level would be politically feasible. In British Columbia, research has shown that area-specific development charges have effectively created large differences in development charges across zones. In a study of area-specific development charges in Kelowna, Nanaimo and Surrey in 2004, it was found that development charges for apartment units varied by as much as $6000 between zones.89
Policy Area 3: Property taxes

How to make property taxes more fairly reflect the location footprint of residential development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy options considered in this section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Revising property tax assessment structure through:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Two-rate system (tax buildings and/or improvements at a lower rate than land)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Differential tax rates for single-family vs. multi-family dwellings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Incorporation of lot size and other “location efficiency” metrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Lower property tax and earmark for shared essentials; increase user fees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Implement charges or rebates based on location efficiency criteria</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Top policy options identified:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority policies</th>
<th>Medium-term priorities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Make property tax on parking lands area-based to encourage more efficient use of the land (see Policy area 4: Parking)</td>
<td>• Reform property tax structure towards a two-rate system that tax buildings and/or improvements at a lower rate than land</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Differentiate tax rates for single-family vs. multi-unit dwellings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Assess property tax based on location efficiency metrics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overview of current policy

Property taxes are the main source of revenue for municipal governments, accounting for about 57% of total revenue. The legal basis of property taxation is the current value of the property (land and buildings with all fixtures), as determined by section 19(1) of the Assessment Act, which states that, “[t]he assessment of land shall be based on its current value.”

Under Ontario’s current system, municipalities do not have the ability to modify the basis for property tax assessment. Moreover, many related statutes, policies and guidelines refer to the Act’s treatment of property assessment for tax purposes. As a result, a single amendment to the Act could transform the entire system for property tax assessment in Ontario. Our consultations suggested that while such an amendment could appear relatively simple, modifications to property tax assessment could have legal and economic impacts that require a thorough analysis.

There are three main concerns with the current system:

4. **Subsidizing sprawl.** Under the current property tax system, owners of higher valued (often urban) properties subsidize services for less dense communities. This occurs because it generally costs less per household to provide municipal services in locations...
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with greater residential density, as a greater number of taxpayers share the economic burden of services. Such hidden subsidies to less-dense communities result in inefficient urban development patterns and make location-efficient properties relatively more expensive.93

5. **The risk of perceived tax increase.** In addition to legal concerns, the political and equity concerns raised during consultations suggest that property tax reform should be handled carefully. We start from the assumption that any changes to the property tax system must be revenue neutral or positive for municipalities. As a result, amendments to property taxation could be politically risky. There is a concern that many ratepayers will view amendments as attempts to increase taxes (which are politically unpopular). This is particularly true for those who will end up paying more as a result of burden shifting.

6. **Equity concerns.** Property tax reform also has important distributive implications. Since property taxes are currently based on assessed market value, the most tax is collected from those who have more valuable real estate (assuming a uniform mill or tax rate). At the same time, property taxes may thwart policy goals; for example, when zoning and low-income housing subsidies are aimed at promoting mixed housing within an area, an increasing tax burden can push low-income households to cheaper areas and defeat the policy objective.94 Basing taxes on a different rate or assessment structure could result in a shift of tax burden from those who hold expensive property to those who hold less-expensive property. This is relevant to the policies proposed below, because of the high positive correlation between low-cost and low-density in residential real estate in Ontario. Making such a shift after people have already built and purchased homes under the current system could create large equity concerns. For this reason, some experts/stakeholders have suggested that property tax may be too blunt an instrument to accomplish development policy goals.

Workshop participants expressed the belief that to achieve a solid understanding of this policy option, further analysis should be carried out to examine how property tax reform that impacts carrying costs would affect lender risk-assessments and borrower behaviour. This analysis is outside of the scope of the current study.

**Conclusions and policy recommendations**

Although there are potentially very effective outcomes associated with property tax reform, the policy tool is too politically and legally entrenched to merit further attention at this stage. More research needed to understand how property tax reform impacts risk assessment and lending decisions. As discussed in further detail in the section on parking reforms, reforming property tax associated with parking lands should be a priority; however, general property tax reform is likely not politically feasible at this time and should be a longer-term endeavor.

**Policy options to encourage location-efficient development**

Property tax reform, despite being controversial, has the potential to influence location efficiency by changing price signals to land speculators and homebuyers, thereby potentially impacting real estate development. Since the delivery of many municipal services covered by property tax (such as police and schools), and the maintenance and replacement of capital initially funded through development charges varies with density, property tax reforms also have the potential to correct
many of the fairness issues discussed at length with respect to development charges in Policy Area 2 above. The following options are presented as potentially complementary options to support location efficiency.

In light of the equity concerns addressed above, it may make sense to ease into property tax reforms, applying the changes in tax structure only after a transaction, or some other trigger.

1. **Revising property tax assessment structure**

Moving away from a one-rate and/or value-based property tax system could address the implicit subsidies currently being provided to inefficient development, and encourage location-efficient development. We have identified some options for more efficient assessment below.

**Two-rate system (tax buildings and/or improvements at a lower rate than land)**

A two-rate assessment system where land is taxed at a higher rate than buildings encourages densification and revitalization of urban cores, promoting location efficiency. By increasing the carrying costs of land prior to development, it also discourages developers from holding greenfield properties for speculative purposes. Legislative amendments would be required to implement such a change. Safeguards for farmland, conservation lands and vulnerable populations would be required. Additionally, this reform would work best if packaged with other municipal and planning policies that support intensification. More economic modeling and legal research is needed to determine if Ontario would be likely to experience the success of other jurisdictions that have attempted similar reforms. For example, in Pennsylvania municipalities have utilized a split-rate property taxation system to encourage more desirable development patterns, reducing vacant structures and resulting in more rapid economic growth and development in urban cores.

**Differentiate tax rates between single-family homes and multi-unit dwellings**

Taxing single-family homes at a higher rate than more dense housing options would encourage location efficiency by making it comparatively more affordable to live more densely. Because apartment and condominiums typically cost municipalities less to service on a per capita basis, this option would reduce the hidden subsidy paid by apartment and condo owners to single family homeowners. However, condominium and apartment units for families (i.e. more than 2 bedrooms and family-orientated buildings/amenities) are in short supply in the GTA. As a result, families may not be able to take advantage of the relatively lower cost apartment and condominium options available to people without children, raising additional equity concerns.

**Tax based on lot size or other location efficiency metrics**

Assessing properties for tax purposes by location efficiency criteria such as lot sizes, frontages, proximity to transit and other amenities could provide lower tax costs for properties that are more location efficient. This would discourage inefficient development by increasing the comparable tax burden to homebuyers who choose inefficient properties. This type of assessment change would be politically difficult to implement in our current legislative system but, as discussed above, may require only relatively simple legislative changes. Due to the ingrained
nature of the definition of "current value" in the Act and throughout related statutes and case law, a simple amendment to this definition could transform the entire system. That said, this simple change would turn property tax assessment on its head and has potential ramifications throughout the economy, and so should be carefully considered.

2. Lower property tax and earmark for shared essentials; increase user fees

One method of reducing the impact of property tax increases necessitated by property tax reform is to levy accurately assessed user fees for direct services that were formerly paid for out of general property tax revenues. Since many direct services are cheaper to provide as density increases (such as garbage collection, snow removal and fresh water delivery), accurate marginal cost pricing would further incentivize location-efficient development. At the same time, homeowners facing higher costs for services because of their inefficiently located homes could save money through conservation measures.

Some municipalities in the GTA have already increased the number of services for which user fees are charged. Our consultations indicated, however, that municipalities must guard against taxpayer opposition from shifting too far towards user fees by ensuring constituents perceive value for property tax.

3. Implement charges or rebates based on location efficiency criteria

Providing property tax surcharges for new development that does not satisfy location efficiency criteria, or providing rebates for new development that is location efficient, could provide incentives for developers and homeowners alike. This policy option would not require the same wholesale changes to the entrenched property tax structure in Ontario but could have similar benefits. The surcharges/rebates could take the form of additional user fees and/or rebates to account for various location efficiency-related cost differences in providing municipal services. This policy would have to be carefully crafted to avoid increasing costs to those who cannot bear them (e.g. those with low income, seniors) and would be best applied to new development only. Furthermore, such a policy would have to be carefully designed to protect revenue neutrality.
Policy Area 4: Parking

How to make location-efficient developments more cost effective while reducing the space wasted on and under-valuation of surface parking

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy options considered in this section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Reduce or remove minimum parking requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Unbundle parking costs from purchase or rental costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Reform property tax for parking lands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Charge for parking in strategic suburban areas</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Top policy options identified:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority policies</th>
<th>Medium-term priorities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Make property tax on parking lands area-based to encourage more efficient use of the land</td>
<td>• Charge for or reform parking in strategic suburban areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Remove minimum and maximum parking requirements to reduce the cost of developing and buying location-efficient properties that require fewer parking spaces</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overview of current policy

Current parking policy has two negative effects on location-efficient development.

- Minimum parking requirements in location-efficient areas increase the cost of living for residents who need fewer parking spaces than they are required to purchase; and
- Policies that encourage or allow an oversupply of parking (such as in suburban commercial centres) increase the amount of surface area devoted to parking, at the expense of location-efficient development and greenspace.

The financial cost of providing parking is driven by three variables: the number of parking spaces, the opportunity cost of land used for parking, and the cost per parking space.\(^{101}\) In denser, location-efficient areas, structured garage parking (at approximately $30,000 per spac) and underground parking (at approximately $60,000 per space) are more expensive than surface parking.\(^{102}\) This adds to the costs for buyers of homes and commercial buildings — especially if developers are required to build more spaces than are actually needed — making location-efficient developments relatively more expensive, and driving developers and buyers to more affordable regions.

Surface parking is the least expensive form of parking construction but requires a large amount of land. Cost estimates range from $2,000 to $8,000 per space. Most often, surface parking does
not contribute to location-efficient areas that encourage working and living with close access to everyday activities, transit and a pedestrian environment. As well, less costly parking in suburban fringes creates an unfair advantage as suburban commercial centres often have free parking, while town centres and main streets have charged, on-street parking. Residentially, since suburban lots are bigger and cost less per area, cost for extra surface parking spaces is likely to be less than in location-efficient developments, although these extra parking spaces are more likely to be superfluous.

These issues arise not because the province has insufficient statutory authority to solve them; rather they result from a failure to use existing authorities in a manner that supports location-efficient development. The Planning Act grants both the province and municipalities the power to enact zoning bylaws that deal with parking minimums/maximums, which municipalities can change to allow for less parking. Landowners and developers can also contract with municipalities to install less parking for an in-lieu fee or service (as dictated in section 40 of the Planning Act) or they can get minor variance or bylaw amendment as required.

Policy options to encourage location-efficient development

Parking policies have the potential to raise municipal revenues, influence behavior of commuters (mainly drivers) and encourage location-efficient development. For the purpose and scope of this study, we explore only parking policies that have the potential to encourage location efficiency and reduce sprawl. These may or may not produce an added benefit of influencing commuter behaviour and/or generating revenue.

1. Reduce or remove minimum parking space requirements

Parking standards and zoning regulations in most municipalities require developers to provide a minimum number of parking spaces according to the size (area) or number of units in a proposed development. In some cases, however, particularly in location-efficient areas, the minimum number of parking spaces required is more than the market demand, since many residents or workers may walk and/or take transit in the area. This type of automobile-oriented standard prioritizes space for cars over other uses such as public space and additional residential or commercial space.

Reducing minimum parking requirements allows developers to provide what they believe the market will want, according to a neighbourhood’s unique mix of uses and transit service, and thereby maximizes budget and land efficiencies.

Some options for regulatory or legislative reform include:

1. Amend municipal bylaws to reduce minimum parking requirements or allow in lieu fees or services. Possible amendments include:

- Establish lower municipal parking ratio standards and charge developers a per-space cost for every unit above a set minimum — and pay a credit for every unit below;
- Amend zoning regulations to allow in lieu parking options whereby developers opt to pay fees in lieu of providing parking, and the municipality in turn applies these funds to the provision of public parking, car share parking, or improved infrastructure (such as transit) to support location efficiency; and
• Amend municipal zoning regulations to allow on-street parking, which is currently illegal in some jurisdictions. This enables less unit-based parking and externalizes the costs of parking (to the cost of a location-efficient home).

2. **Amend provincial Planning Act to improve zoning and regulatory powers.** While municipalities have the primary responsibility for zoning, section 47 of the Planning Act allows the province to set minimum and maximum parking spaces for particular areas. The Planning Act could be amended to lower and/or remove minimum requirements in particular areas (such as commercial shopping complexes and catchment areas around higher order transport) and to promote the reduction of minimum parking requirements more broadly. Since municipal planning authorities must accord with the interests set out in Section 2 of the Act, an amendment to this section that explicitly encourages more efficient parking could achieve this.

3. **Amend and strengthen Places to Grow Act.** Location efficient parking requirements should be incorporated into growth plans through the Places to Grow Act, 2005. The current growth plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe Area requires municipalities in the region to intensify and support transit especially in employment areas, but has no specific parking requirements to support intensification.

Research into best practices indicates that the policy of reducing minimum parking requirements is feasible and effective. While the research focused on minimum requirements, a majority of consultations stressed that reducing maximums for developers should be included in reforms, and this is reflected in our policy recommendations.

2. **Unbundle parking costs from purchase or rental costs**

Unbundling parking from the other costs associated with the purchase or rental of residential or commercial properties can make development in location-efficient areas more affordable to the consumer. Reducing the cost of a residential unit by approximately $30,000 (the cost of building a structured surface parking spot) can mean the difference between a homeowner locating in a suburban area that requires an automobile versus an area that may be more expensive but has access to transit and daily amenities without the reliance on an automobile.

Unbundling parking from the cost of purchase or rental property, which is already being done in some municipalities in the Greater Golden Horseshoe Area, can reduce parking demand by 10–20% depending on the price, demand, and convenience of parking in the area. The provincial government could use its authority to encourage other municipalities to achieve similar progress by unlinking development approvals from parking minimums and encouraging the use of contracts for ‘in lieu of parking’ contributions. Furthermore, municipal governments could require that parking be unbundled from the rental or sale of residential uses in transit-connected developments. At the municipal level, the municipal transportation authority or regional authority (Metrolinx) could allot credits to developments willing to unbundle parking. Such a program has been successfully used in Los Angeles; similar programs could be applied to solutions beyond unbundling.

Consultations claim that unbundling parking is already happening voluntarily at a wide scale already in Toronto. Reducing minimum and maximum requirements would encourage unbundling further.
3. Reform property tax for parking lands

One way to reduce the inappropriate incentives for excess surface parking, particularly outside the urban core, is to change how parking land is taxed. One proposed method is to use an area-based (land value tax or variant) approach, rather than the current “value plus property class” approach, encouraging more efficient use of land and discouraging owners from holding onto and under-developing parking property. Land-base parking taxes could also correct for cheaper greenfield land that drives developers to the “big box” fringes and creates a disadvantage to developers and merchants in town centres where land is more expensive.

For example, municipalities could amend their taxation and zoning policies to require developers to pay per square foot of development application (gross floor area).

Property tax reform for residential or commercial development is politically challenging, although important in the long term. In the immediate term, reforming the way parking land is taxed can help correct cost and land usage disparities between location-efficient and sprawl developments, and reduce tendency for land owners to hang onto underdeveloped location-efficient land.

The province has the jurisdiction to mandate that municipalities assess parking lands at a higher rate. Municipalities have the jurisdiction to set their own variable rates for different classes of property, and should be encouraged to define a new property class for parking lands and amend local bylaws in order to increase property tax rates applicable to parking lands.

4. Charge for or reform parking in strategic suburban areas

Charging for parking in strategic suburban areas (e.g., shopping centres) will help level the playing field for merchants, employers, employees and consumers across the GTA, and in time encourage location-efficient development. This could potentially be accomplished by creating suburban parking authorities to charge for parking in strategic areas. Another option is to reform how parking lands are valued and utilized. Mississauga’s Downtown 21 Master Plan, part of their municipal strategic plan, envisions the area surrounding Square One Shopping Centre as a the new “downtown”, that is, a vital, mixed use, pedestrian friendly area, accessible by public transit and walkable, The plan will entail eliminating the mass parking lots in favour of a “transformation … into the nucleus of a walkable, attractive Downtown community”.

At present Mississauga does not have a parking authority, and the large parking lots surrounding Square One Shopping Centre offer free parking. Pursuit of the Downtown 21 vision will require careful management of traffic and parking by the city. The changes to rationalize the supply and use of parking will be incremental and interim uses applied. These parking lots are viewed in Downtown 21 as a “physical opportunity to use the large area of existing surface parking lots to create a more sustainable pattern of transit-oriented growth within a new urban structure.”

This option will require further research since this inexpensive parking in suburban areas is a major barrier to many transportation reforms.
Policy Area 5: Development approval process

How to prioritize and facilitate location efficiency when development and transit planning decisions are being made

Policy options considered in this section

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Streamline approvals and create incentives for location-efficient development</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Location efficiency checklist</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Pre-zoning around transit hubs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. One-window approach, fast-tracking and policy consistency for municipal approvals</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Density bonus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Ground and align development decisions in transit planning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Metrolinx utilizes Transportation Planning Policy Statement and new land use planning authority</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Metrolinx links funding to pre-zoning for development around hubs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Top policy options identified:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority policies</th>
<th>Medium-term priorities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Establish a location efficiency checklist to prioritize efficient development</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Mandate pre-zoning around transit hubs and make this a precondition for Metrolinx funding</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Creation of a Transportation Planning Policy Statement and new land use planning authority for Metrolinx</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Encourage use of density bonus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overview of current policy

Ontario’s current land use planning framework is complicated. It allows for variations among the way municipalities implement policies, and lacks a unified approach. The provincial government has ultimate authority on local planning issues yet delegates much of this jurisdiction to municipalities. Among other things, municipalities are responsible for creating official plans and enacting local bylaws, both of which impact the location efficiency of development.

Various pieces of legislation set the larger framework for development in the province, providing protection for sensitive areas, and setting priorities for growth. Provincial policies and interests must be considered and in some cases confirmed with when municipal planning decisions are made. However, these pieces of legislation contain mainly guidelines rather than hard targets, few of which lend themselves to location-efficient development; current targets lack rigor and full compliance. Numerous approvals may be required for site development. As a result, the approvals process can be frustrating, difficult to navigate and time consuming.

Despite integrated consideration of land use and transit within provincial policy and plans, at the municipal level there is a lack of coordination between land use planning and transit planning.
There is an enormous opportunity to intensify development along the rapid transit lines proposed in the Big Move via the Growth Plan and municipal official plans, but currently the Growth Plan contains no defined or enforceable targets for mobility hubs and corridors. The Big Move and the Growth Plan are intended to work together; however, with both initiatives fully implemented, over 95% of the VKT reductions are attributed to The Big Move. By strengthening the targets in the Growth Plan, new populations can more effectively located close to the transit that will be created under The Big Move.

Metrolinx, a provincial agency, has the objective of improving transportation in the greater Toronto and Hamilton Area. However, transportation development by Metrolinx is not as effectively integrated with, nor planned in concert with, land use development as it could be.

Policy options to encourage location-efficient development

1. Streamline approvals and create incentives for location-efficient development

Increasing communication and education among government bodies, providing tangible incentives and realigning policies with location-efficient development priorities will encourage location-efficient development. Improvements to general planning authorities (e.g., official plans and bylaws) are important, but are not the subject of our policy suggestions.

Location efficiency checklist

Adherence to location efficiency criteria, such as density, proximity to transit and availability of local amenities, could be used as a pre-screen or a precondition for development approvals. Local governments could use a location efficiency checklist as an incentive tool, tying a high score on the checklist to rewards such as permit and development charge reductions, relaxation in parking requirements, and application fast-tracking.

Pre-zoning around transit hubs

Municipalities should strategically pre-zone key sites, such as areas around mobility hubs, to allow for the greater density and varied land uses required for location efficiency. This would ensure municipal planning proceeds with a vision that is consistent with location-efficient development and provide more certainty for developers. This power is presently available through under the Planning Act’s development permit system, but, despite some early pilots, is not currently used. Efforts should be made to educate and mandate the use of these pre-zoning powers.

One-window approach, fast-tracking and policy consistency for municipal approvals

Pre-screened location-efficient projects could be ushered through the municipal approval process more seamlessly. For example, a facilitation manager could navigate eligible stakeholders through the approvals process by providing access to information, connecting applicants with the appropriate resources at partner ministries, agencies and governments, and setting up a coordinated meeting to discuss project requirements. Public consultation (through access to
Appendix B. Detailed policy options and analysis

information and opportunities for public comment) would be integrated into this streamlined process. The approvals process is inherently political, therefore public involvement is necessary to provide developers and decision-makers with information on community needs and concerns. Together, these changes would bring more certainty and clarity to the approvals process and facilitate location-efficient development.118

**Density bonus**

Local governments should make greater and more transparent use of their discretionary rezoning decision-making power to provide density bonuses. Density bonuses provide key advantages for location-efficient development. Developers can build to a level of density that surpasses the allowable Floor Area Ratio in exchange for the provision of amenities that advance goals for location-efficient development (including designated public spaces, affordable housing, green development, heritage preservation). This tool promotes densities that can support transit and commercial development and is most effective where land costs are high.119

2. **Ground and align development decisions in transit planning**

*Metrloinx utilizes Transportation Planning Policy Statement and is given new land use planning authority.*

The Ministry of Transportation should establish a Transportation Planning Policy Statement (TPPS) and incorporate policies that give Metrolinx greater influence over land use planning decisions. Such policies should: (i) require that land use planning decisions be consistent with the TPPS, (ii) prohibit the passage of bylaws that conflict with the TPPS, and (iii) require consultation by the municipality with Metrolinx over Transportation Master Plans. The TPPS should require and encourage intensified (mixed-use) development at and within a given distance from mobility hubs and along corridors of new and proposed Metrolinx funded transit lines, and/or encourage municipalities to provide incentive programs for development in these zones.120 Preparing a strong TPPS would help establish the Metrolinx vision and broaden its influence over the integration of land use and transit planning. Timeframes for municipal compliance as well as clear enforcement measures should be established along with clear enforcement measures — the TPPS should not become merely another provincial policy that requires conformity but lacks enforcement due to time and cost constraints.

Additionally, or perhaps alternatively, Metrolinx should be given land use planning authority to have the power to halt development that conflicts with good transit planning (such as low densities around mobility hubs and corridors). This would require a regulatory amendment to expand Metrolinx’s legislated authority.121

*Metrolinx links funding to pre-zoning for development around hubs*

Metrolinx should utilize its legislated funding authority to encourage location-efficient development. It should only fund and build proposed transit lines and/or provide third party financing in accordance with location-efficient development principles.122 For example, transit funding should be contingent on pre-zoning for densification within a given distance around mobility hubs and along corridors, or on assurances that densification and other location efficiency criteria will be encouraged in the area.
Appendix C: Examples of location efficient mortgages

Location Efficient Mortgage® — Chicago, Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles

How it works

Location Efficient Mortgages® (LEMs) incorporate a location efficiency value of an area into the qualifying ratio of fixed housing costs to income. LEMs were promoted through a partnership of three organizations: the Center for Neighborhood Technology, the National Research Defense Council, and the Surface Transportation Policy Project.

In early 2000 a pilot project was approved by the U.S. Federal National Mortgage Association (Fannie Mae) and offered in Chicago, Seattle, Los Angeles, and San Francisco. The initial allocation for the LEMs was $100 million.

The partner organizations developed geo-coded data bases of location efficiency values in order to promote policy development, demonstrate reduced risk in lending practices, and methodology that could be used in an underwriting experiment.

A location efficiency value is used to estimate a fixed location related benefit that offsets the traditional estimation of fixed costs (see Appendix D for a discussion of how transportation costs associated with different locations are factored into mortgage calculations).

The formula for the location efficiency value included several key variables that can impact travel demand: net residential density; frequency and type of transit service and its connectivity; household size, income and distance to employment. These metrics were used to predict vehicle ownership and extent of use, and incorporated into a geo-database for the four pilot cities. Participating mortgage lenders accessed the database to determine the location efficiency value for an applicant’s prospective home.123

For example, a household earning $50,000 a year could qualify for a $163,000 mortgage under lending practices in early 2000. A household that saved $200 per month as a result of living in a compact, transit-accessible and pedestrian supported neighbourhood compared to counterparts living in suburban homes could qualify for a $213,000 home.124

Benefits realized

The credit stretch available from the LEM was estimated to be between $12,000 and $50,000. In both Chicago and Seattle, the mortgages performed well compared to the rest of the loan market — between 2001 and 2004, out of 41 LEMs in Chicago, and 24 LEMs in Seattle there were zero delinquencies or defaults, and no foreclosures on the properties.

In Chicago after the first year of the program, 30% of the borrowers had sold one or more automobiles, and VMT reduction was pronounced as significant.125 A survey that reviewed
transportation habits of 21 out of 27 LEM mortgage participants indicated these homeowners had reduced driving as a result of their home location, and had increased their transit use.\textsuperscript{126}

**Barriers faced**

The location efficient mortgage concept was innovative in the late 1990s, and preceded mortgage-lending incentives that have been developed in the last five years to encourage energy efficiency. Several barriers prevented full testing of the pilot program:

- Reorganization and staff turnover at Fannie Mae
- Complex modelling and calculations — The location efficiency value was the key metric developed by the partners to be used in the calculation of extra credit available to borrowers. Senior management in Fannie Mae perceived this calculation to be complex and the coding for modelling the location efficiency values in each pilot city not easily understood. Only the location efficiency values were available for use by Fannie Mae and secondary mortgage lenders, provided in a simple-to-use geo-coded database.
- Lack of enthusiasm by secondary lenders in two of the pilot cities (San Francisco and Los Angeles) — Countrywide Mortgage was the lead lender for the pilot programs in San Francisco and Los Angeles and this company lacked enthusiasm for promoting the product
- Tension between Fannie Mae’s commodity business of providing liquidity to the national market through large mega regional purchase offices and the newer network of partnership offices set up to promote innovation: for example, lenders for the LEM needed to be approved by head office, and not the partnership offices more familiar with the regional situation.
- The pilot project was driven by top-down decisions by the leading secondary market lender, but there could have been greater uptake and success in the LEM if it was simultaneously offered by other GSEs (i.e. Freddie Mac, Federal Home Loan Banks, Ginnie Mae).
- The location efficient Partnership was not a lending institution, and therefore was not a customer of Fannie Mae
- There was no transparent mechanism for a full evaluation of program results.

LEMs were offered in early 2000 as a pilot project in four cities, but the program did not proceed past the initial pilot. Fannie Mae introduced a Smart Commute mortgage product shortly after the LEM pilot (see below).\textsuperscript{127}

**Take the T Home Mortgages — Boston**

The Take the T Home Mortgage program is a collaborative effort of MassHousing, the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA) and community banks in the area. MassHousing is a non-profit association with a mission to support affordable home ownership amongst Massachusetts residents with a low income.

The program was designed to assist low- and moderate-income homebuyers who are regular riders of MBTA and who wish to purchase homes that are convenient to public transportation. The program offers 100% financing, expanded debt ratios and underwriting standards that recognize the financial benefits of taking public transportation to work. To qualify for the
program, borrowers must meet income and loan limits that vary by city or town and are required
to demonstrate regular transit ridership through monthly pass purchase or membership in a
carshare or vehicle rental program.\textsuperscript{128}

The credit stretch that was enabled by the Take the T Home Mortgage was approximately
$50,000. An assessment of the program from 2001 to 2004 showed the loans performing well
against default and foreclosure: out of 53 mortgages, there was one default and no foreclosures.
This indicates that the credit stretch offered by the program was relatively low risk for mortgage
lenders.\textsuperscript{129}

The available analysis and information about the Take the T Home Mortgage does not provide
indications of if the program and associated access to higher credit limits has impacted housing
choice in the area.

\textbf{Fannie Mae – Smart Commute Mortgage}

Fannie Mae introduced the Smart Commute Mortgage to increase homeownership in
communities close to public transit. Participating lenders in the program recognize the potential
transportation savings as qualifying income for the buyers who purchase a home near public
transit.

The Smart Commute pilot project was offered across the country to borrowers purchasing a
house within one-quarter mile of a transit stop, or one-half mile from a public transit rail stop.
The pilot program also offered a low down payment options of 3\% of the property value, or in
some cases just $500 in an upfront payment.\textsuperscript{130}

The qualifying ratio for the Smart Commute mortgage offered between $200 and $250 per month
for borrowers purchasing housing close to transit stops. This allowed borrowers an estimated
credit stretch of between $10,000 to $17,000. It is unclear if this extra amount was enough to
increase homeownership in transit serviced areas.

Mortgage volume generated by Fannie Mae’s Smart Commute program was modest. Anecdotal
reports suggest approximately 30 to 50 mortgages were awarded in each of 40 locations. An
assessment of mortgage performance between 2001 and 2004 showed better performance than
the wider market; out of 100 Smart Commute mortgages in San Antonio there were no defaults
or foreclosures.\textsuperscript{131}
Appendix D: Calculating location efficiency

As discussed in the report, determining if a home qualifies for a location efficiency benefit requires a method for calculating location efficiency. Pilot projects with mortgage lenders in the United States have used two different methods of quantifying and including transportation costs associated with different locations in mortgage calculations. The two methods are explained below:  

1. A location efficiency value is used to estimate a fixed location related benefit that offsets the traditional estimation of fixed costs

\[
\text{fixed costs (principal, interest, taxes, insurance) – location efficiency value - income}
\]

is less than or equal to a benchmark amount

2. A fixed amount of savings associated with proximity to a transit stop is added to a potential borrower income. The principle a borrower would be eligible for can be modified by:

\[
\text{fixed costs (principal, interest, taxes, insurance) - income + location savings}
\]

is less than or equal to a benchmark amount

Both types of calculations have different benefits and challenges. The use of a location efficiency value facilitated the incorporation of a number of different variables that impact transportation into the mortgage calculation, such as:

- net residential density
- frequency and type of transit service and its connectivity
- household size
- income
- distance to employment

In general, a location efficiency value takes into account the expected annual travel demand per household and the expected automobile ownership of households in the immediate vicinity of the proposed purchase.

By contrast, the second calculation uses the proximity to a transit stop as the only metric to determine a homeowner’s expected transportation choices and costs. However, using transit stop proximity as a measure of location efficiency has been shown to be inaccurate in predicting the true benefits and value of location-efficient neighbourhoods and the reduction in transportation costs as a result of location.
The use of a location efficiency value as described in the first calculation gives greater weight to the benefits of transportation. By subtracting transportation savings from fixed costs, the first calculation allowed credit stretches from $12,000 to $50,000 for both the LEM and Take the T Home Mortgages (see Appendix C for a discussion on these mortgage types). In contrast, the second method of calculating transportation benefits for mortgages is a more conservative approach, and adds a fixed amount of transportation ‘savings’ to overall income. Credit stretches for mortgages using this approach typically range from $10,000 to $17,000.133
Appendix E: Examples of parking policy changes

Reducing minimum parking — Los Angeles, California: A Los Angeles example reveals that, when left to their own devices, developers will provide less parking than what would be required by city regulations. Minimum parking requirements mandating that all parking must be on-site have delayed the revitalization of inner-city areas in L.A. where buildings simply lack the room to comply with the regulations. Therefore, the City of Los Angeles recently relaxed parking regulations through an adaptive reuse ordinance in order to encourage the conversion of buildings into housing in downtown L.A. This allowed observations of development choices in light of unregulated parking.

Reducing minimum requirements — Marin County, California: A 2007 test case in Marin County, California resulted in lower parking requirements, improving the affordability of units for the consumer as well as the developer. A three-storey project with two parking spaces vs. one parking space generates a per unit sales price of $459,000 versus $417,000. A four-storey building with two parking spaces rather than one generates a per unit sales price of $402,000 compared to $360,000. This example illustrates how higher density coupled with lower parking ratios can combine to improve the affordability of the units and reduce the price per unit.

In lieu parking — B.C.: In 2009 the Province of British Columbia introduced Bill 27, giving local governments authority to change how off-street parking was delivered. In situations where developers are allowed to pay money to the municipality in lieu of providing off-street parking spaces, Bill 27 enabled local governments the opportunity to use that money instead for transportation infrastructure that supports walking, bicycling, public transit or other alternative forms of transportation. The legislative changes also allowed parking bylaws to impose requirements for parking (i.e. minimum requirements) on the basis of transportation need as assessed at the time of a development is approved, and according to criteria specified in the bylaw, instead of on the basis of predetermined parking ratios for particular classes of land use. This shifted the available parking legislation towards flexible and variable standards in order to help reduce sprawl and encourage location-efficient development.

In lieu parking — Car share: Another option is for development applications to include proposals for dedicated car share parking — that is, developments provide fewer parking spaces but offer an auto share service on site, saving both the developer and homebuyer (and potentially renter) money and making it more affordable to choose location-efficient living, while providing effective transportation alternatives. In some municipalities, fewer tenant spaces are provided than car share spaces, since car share would be used by numerous tenants. In terms of policy, the municipality could create a maximum parking rule and charge developers for exceeding a given number of spaces, while providing a credit to those that provide car share options.
In 1999, Donald Shoup published research comparing how close to 50 cities make use of in lieu fees to encourage more effective parking distribution. In 2005, IBI Group presented its report on the potential of car-sharing in the City of Toronto. Both of these articles provide insight into the costs and benefits of reducing parking demand. However, the IBI report stated in reference to Toronto: “In re-writing it’s [sic] zoning by-law, the City has made it clear it is not interested in eliminating parking requirement minimums,” and suggests an alternative to legislatively prohibiting or reducing parking availability may be to focus on assisting car share programs to receive legislated assistance, thereby reducing the burden on cities to provide parking spaces.

**Relaxed Zoning — Long Beach:** Requiring more parking than the market demands can add substantial costs to development/redevelopment. For example, a prime commercial location in Long Beach, California was maintained as a parking lot, bringing minimal revenue for both the owner and the City. Several developers considered developing a commercial or residential property, but could not reconcile the high cost of building a parking garage to fulfill the city’s minimum parking requirement. Eventually, the city worked with one developer to relax the parking burden, which allowed the site to be developed as a hotel and retail complex.

**Property tax reform for parking lands — Montreal:** Reforming the taxation of parking lands can reduce inappropriate incentives for excess surface parking. For example, Montreal implemented a special tax on parking spaces. The tax is levied on parking lots located in non-residential zones. The tax rate applied is dependent on location and whether the parking lot is indoors or outdoors. Parking lots in residential areas are taxed at a lower rate than in the central business district, and surface parking is taxed at a higher rate than structured parking. The city expects to collect around $20 million dollars per year which is earmarked for improving public transit.

**Property tax reform for parking lands — Vancouver:** In 2006, Translink (Vancouver’s regional transportation authority) implemented a parking site tax. The tax rate was specific to parking lands, and was applied annually per square metre of non-residential parking facility. This tax was later replaced by a sales tax.
Appendix F: Dot poll results

Table 5 presents the results of our dot poll exercise, for which both the experts/stakeholders and the project partners were asked to identify their top policy options. While those identified options did not automatically become our policy priorities, this exercise helped to reinforce our research and conclusions and prompted us to re-examine and reconsider policy options.

Table 5. Top policies identified by experts and stakeholders

In a “dot poll” conducted during consultation workshops, participants were asked to place dots on policies that they judged to be the most effective and most politically feasible. Participants were also permitted to choose entire policy areas if they wanted to choose all of the policies contained therein.

• = politically feasible  • = effective  — = received no votes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy Area: Homebuyer benefits</th>
<th>Dot Poll Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Use a location cost calculator to inform and educate homebuyers about their choices</td>
<td>•••••••••••••• •••</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Mandate walk scores on real estate listings</td>
<td>•• •</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Encourage location efficient mortgages</td>
<td>•• •• •••</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Modify Canadian Mortgage and Housing Corporation Insurance to encourage location-efficient homes</td>
<td>•• • •</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Reform mortgage risk assessment process to include location costs</td>
<td>• ••</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Provide rebates or tax credits for location-efficient properties</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy Area: Development charges</th>
<th>Dot Poll Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Assess development charges based on location and cost of services, either:</td>
<td>• • ••</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. True costs incurred for a particular development; or</td>
<td>••</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Predetermined zone-specific costs</td>
<td>• • •• • ••</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Permit/require municipalities to levy development charges that cover full cost/range of services for new development</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Make development charges transparent to homebuyers</td>
<td>•••• • •</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy Area: Property taxes</th>
<th>Dot Poll Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Revising property tax assessment structure through:</td>
<td>••••••••••••</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Two-rate system (tax buildings and/or improvements at a lower rate than land)</td>
<td>••</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Policy Area 4: Parking reforms

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Reduce or remove minimum / maximum parking requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Unbundle parking costs from purchase or rental costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Reform property tax for parking lands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Charge for parking in strategic suburban areas</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Policy Area 5: Development approval process

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Streamline approvals and create incentives for location-efficient development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a. Location efficiency checklist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. Pre-zoning around transit hubs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c. One-window approach, fast-tracking and policy consistency for municipal approvals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d. Density bonus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Ground and align development decisions in transit planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a. Metrolinx utilizes Transportation Planning Policy Statement and new land use planning authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. Metrolinx links funding to pre-zoning for development around hubs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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This appendix presents the consolidated comments from expert/stakeholder consultations and workshops.

General comments

Municipalities should find ways to encourage location-efficient development, rather than the current practice of making it less attractive to developers.

High-density, multiuse properties, which consider the housing cycle are important for long-term sustainability of any community.

Densification and not new development is the most important direction and goal.

We must provide homebuyers with more high-density options.
- Three bedroom condominiums in the downtown.

The first step to achieving location-efficient development is to define what we mean by location-efficient development.

Planning is an important step that is being missed. We must plan first then determine land use to serve these plans.
- We should create villages around transit stations.
- We must consider the effects of the coming cultural shift in the GTA.
  - The value of single-family units may decrease.

To maximize land use, developers will need to learn to build communities, not just residences.

Greenfield development will become necessary as the population of the Greater Toronto Area expands.
- This will maximize the importance of smart land use.

Without changes to pricing incentives, nothing will get done.
- The problems in the Greater Toronto Area result from poor land use and poor transit.
- Poor price incentives cause both these problems.
- The most transformative change is one that addresses price incentives.

To increase acceptance of location-efficient development, focus on the economic incentives.

Toronto needs forward thinking policies, not aversion to change. Cities that do not change, die.
Homebuyer incentives

Cost is the most determining factor in homebuyer decisions. Anything that impacts price will affect buying behaviour.

Consumer education is vital for consumer consideration of location efficiency in home buying. Some recommendations are to,

- break down mortgage costs so the consumer can see exactly where the costs are coming from,
- create a formula that allows consumers to calculate the true cost of living in different areas, by factoring in driving distances, traffic, gas, and vehicular expenses, or
- publicize existing benefits for those in location-efficient living arrangements, such as CMHC's mortgage rate reductions for homeowners with two or more legal suites in their home.

Banks should use mortgage rates to incentivize location-efficient living.

- Give lower mortgage rates based on the substantial savings and lowered risk for those who do not need a vehicle.
- The difficulty is that banks move slowly, and programs of this nature tend to be very difficult to navigate, and not widely publicized.

Standards are an important tool for changing homebuyer behaviour.

- There are many provincial tools available to implement standards that require location efficiency and reduced sprawl.
- The problem is that these tools are not applied in ways that encourage location-efficient development.
- Proper application of these tools is the best way to affect homebuyer decisions.

Introducing community-wide incentives would allow use of incentives to plan development based on location efficiency.

- Current programs target individual homebuyers. The benefit of these programs are that they engage the consumer.
- This benefit can be paired with planning by creating incentives for entire communities.
- A good example is to create Energy Star communities.

The current challenge is the lack of research into impacts of homebuyer's incentives.

- It is difficult to convince any municipality to be the first with so little data.
- Best solution is to find a willing test community that is willing to try out one program. Use these results to entice others.

Development charges

The current development charge model, a uniform rate across the municipality, incentivizes inefficient development.
Reform recommendations

- Location specific charges based on cost of services.
- Charge based on distance from the source.
- Charge based on personal use.

The average homeowner is not concerned with development charges. Developers include them directly into the price of the house before the consumer sees it.

Instituting development charge reform will cause an immediate shift toward location-efficient development.

- The reforms will change price signals and incentives for development.
- The supply side will shift as developers will pursue more cost effective, location-efficient developments, rather than the traditional inefficient forms of development.

Development charge reform is easy to institute relative to other types of reform.

- Municipalities can implement this change, without approval from the province, subject only to the Provincial Development Charges Act.
- Most municipalities, by law, must review their development charges every 4-5 years.

An emphasis on accurate pricing and revenue neutrality is essential to selling development charge reform to citizens and municipalities.

- Pay the actual cost, not the subsidized cost.
- Allow the market to operate.
- Reforms will change the source of the revenue, not the amount.
- With this focus, the reforms will sit well with a Conservative audience as well.

The biggest challenge to instituting development charge reform is informational not political.

- Planners do not understand the connection between development charges and growth.
- Municipal policy makers are concerned only with revenue, and not impact on urban form.
- Neither of these parties understands the impacts location efficiency financial instruments can have.
- But, if municipal decision makers understood that development charge reform would not negatively impact their ability to attract development, they would not be opposed.

A sustainable model is one where "growth pays for growth."

- Anything less and the municipality loses money.
- Anything more raises fairness concerns of regarding who should pay repair costs of existing infrastructure, and future costs that the homebuyer may not benefit from.
- There is pushback on efforts to include more services into development charges.

Examples and Test Cases

- The best way to push for development charge reform is to be able to show municipalities positive examples, as due to lack of understanding, many are hesitant to institute these changes.
- Markham provides an example of successful development charge reform.
• Ottawa provides an example of unsuccessful development charge reform.
• Good test case communities must be stand-alone and mid-sized. Guelph, Kitchener, or Hamilton are good options.

Property taxes

Property tax reform is a good long-term solution, but implementation will be very challenging.
• Successful institution of a land-based property tax would result in an immediate change in homebuyer preferences from single-family dwellings to apartments and condominiums.
• It may be more trouble that it is worth.
• Other mechanisms may be favourable.

Only the provincial government may implement property tax reform; institution of reforms is through amendment to the Assessment Act.

Property tax reform is a politically treacherous. A substantial challenge is finding a willing provincial government to institute the change.

A transition from value-based taxation to land-based taxation may be difficult to implement.
Two proposed alternative solutions are:
• Maintain value-based taxation, but add in a land-based charge.
  • This option is politically less controversial.
  • This option does provide much of the benefit of a shift to a land-based system.
• Separate user fees from property taxes, and charge lower property taxes, but make individuals pay for use of services. This option comes with suggestions and warnings:
  • Separate based on public goods (police, fire, local roads), and private goods, (garbage).
  • Guard against complete devaluation of property taxes. People must feel they are benefitting from these payments.

The most important concern in instituting a land-based property tax is penalization of the poor.
• Often low cost and low density coincide.
• This increases the potential burden on the poor in moving away from a value-based tax system.
• We must avoid penalization of low-income individuals.
• Suggested Solution: Reforms apply only to new developments and re-sales, not to existing homeowners.

In support of property tax reform

Under the current system, high-density areas subsidize low-density areas.

Carrying costs (including property tax) are a very important aspect of affordability. Tax reform has the potential to be pervasive but there is a need to better understand how tax reform could impact decision making of lenders and buyers.
Both high and low density areas require the same infrastructure, but the higher the density, the more homeowners bear the costs of that same infrastructure.

Under the current system, property taxes do not raise enough money to pay the costs of required infrastructure.

- The majority of the losses impact soft costs, (community centers, parks, etc.); services all communities value.
- Amendment is necessary. We must either raise more property taxes, or decouple user fees from property taxes.

Consider phasing in taxes (initial tax breaks) to incent commercial enterprise (e.g. grocery stores, other amenities that lead to more location efficiency). Understanding that the establishment of these amenities has a greater impact on the success of the community than the lost property tax

Remember: Higher density equals lower property taxes. As more individuals use and contribute to the same services, the burden on any one tax payer decreases.

**Parking**

Reliable, convenient transit is the most important factor in decreasing parking spaces.

- This is a practical issue. Without viable alternatives, people need to drive, and need to park.
- Without better transit, fees for parking will be seen as penalizing suburban dwellers who have no alternatives.

Municipalities are conservative when it comes to changes to parking, such as unbundling.

- No municipality wants to deal with the public backlash.
- The car mentality remains ingrained in the minds of much of the public.
- Many municipalities do not want street parking, and cannot find a way to reconcile unbundled parking and no street parking.

Parking is heavily subsidized.

- The $30-40 000 charged for urban sparking spaces covers the cost of parking, not the costs associated with developing the parking.
- Parking uses up huge amounts of land that otherwise could be used for development.
- "Free" parking imposes substantial social costs that are not born by the user.
- Users do not see the connection between their behaviour and the social costs.

Recommendations for Reform

Unbundled parking is successful in urban areas, but not yet in suburban areas.

- Both, transit and community mentality are responsible.
- We must change the mindset, and provide alternatives to suburban dwellers, as currently parking is a substantial incentive to suburban homebuyers.

Allow developers more freedom to determine parking space ratios in new developments.
• Developers want the freedom to base parking decision on the market.
• Developers prefer unbundled parking.
  • Both the units and the parking spaces are easy to selloff separately.

We must allow for more creativity in determining parking ratios.
• Under the current model, the city counts the number of bedrooms and applies a ratio.
• Consider other factors:
  • the family unit,
  • access to transit, and
  • the number of nearby parking spaces.

Municipalities should charge for parking in suburban commercial areas.
• Large above ground commercial lots contribute to sprawl.
• Structured parking is a better option, but is more expensive.
• If a municipality charged for use of above ground parking, the need for parking would decrease substantially, and the income collected could be put toward structured parking or investment in transit.
• Downtown merchants could be natural allies.

Development approval process

Create a simplified approval process for location-efficient development.
• Current process is frustrating and hampers location-efficient development because
  • it requires re-zoning developments that increase density of an area,
  • it requires approval from many different departments, between which there is no unified vision,
  • it is political, with local politicians and constituencies having great influence. “Horsetrading” plays a major role in development,
  • it is very time consuming.

The solution is to establish a unified vision of growth and an overall plan that determines the location of future development. Do not let development determine the location of future development. There is a need for increased predictability, transparency and coordination across agencies.

It is important to focus on incentives, that is, policies that impact price to encourage the mixed use desired. Up front costs are a deciding factor for both developers and purchasers of residential and commercial property.

More education is necessary to inform (both the public and municipal governments) of the benefits that will be realized with location-efficient development.

Views diverge on which body should take the lead:

A. The provincial government should institute mandatory minimums on density.
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- The policy is already in place for this option.
  - *Places to Grow Act, 2005*
  - *Metrolinx Act, 2006*
- As it stands it is already incumbent on the City of Toronto to create more density around transit stations, but the argument is difficult to make without a mandatory minimum to point to, and these arguments must be made to the OMB.
- Mandatory minimums would streamline the process.

B. Provide **more information and support to municipalities** so they can exercise the existing tools to plan for location-efficient development.
- Municipalities have the tools to achieve location-efficient development.
- Leave the province out of the conversation to avoid further complications to the process.

C. **Municipalities need provincial support** to institute location-efficient development policies.
- A regional structure is essential.
- Otherwise there is risk of a "race to the bottom," where developers elect to develop municipalities where there are no location-efficient development policies in place.

**Points of agreement**

**Planning** is the necessary. Do not let development to determine location of future development.
- A plan will allow location-efficient development.
- A plan will enable municipalities to stand up to developers where development does not benefit the city.

Densification around transit nodes, "ecodensity," is essential.
- There are various provincial policy directions to encourage identification around major transit stations (e.g. the Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe).
- "Contingent density", where municipalities agree to a specified amount of density in exchange for a transit hub is a good option.
- A defined plan will allow development of communities around future transit nodes to support future transit growth.

**Development as a right** provides a direct solution to the bureaucratic challenges of densification of land use.
- Allows for changes to zoning of one type of land to another, without the laborious approval process.
- This reduces the burden on developers who want to build higher storied buildings in areas designated for lower buildings.

**Additional thoughts**

While density bonuses can be a useful tool, concern was raised during our consultations with regards to their current application. It was suggested that without careful examination, reform and strategic application, density bonusing can further erode transparency in land use planning.
Section 37 resources\textsuperscript{143} have the potential to both inappropriately benefit constituents who don’t contribute, and be too limited in their application. It was suggested that reform was needed, including a reconsideration of eligible community benefits.
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